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1. Purpose

The purpose of this analysis is to provide a backfill strategy based on input from systems engineering
studies and the concept of emplacement operations adopted for viability assessment (VA). The
objective is to describe the backfilling process for the current repository layout that accommodates
a gantry system of material placement. The scope of this analysis covers material, operational
considerations, material handling alternatives, stowing methodology, and equipment. The scope does
not include a cost evaluation or an accurate schedule although several years will be required to
complete backfilling. This analysis is part of the Underground Facility portion of the Engineered
Barrier Segment (EBS). The EBS also includes emplacement drift opening and invert which are
addressed in other analyses. Backfilling is not currently a requirement but cannot be precluded for
the future.

The analysis will include a preliminary design of a backfill system for emplacement drifts which is
based on available technology. Included are handling and treatment of backfill material on surface,
transportation underground, and stowing operations. The design will also address monitoring and
control systems for the backfill operation.

2. Quality Assurance

The items which are the subject of this design analysis have not been classified in accordance with
QAP-2-3. However, the waste package backfill has been placed on the Q-List (Reference 5.5) by
direct inclusion. Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, the backfill and related handling equipment
will be considered Quality Affecting and subject to the Quality Assurance and Requirements
Description, (Reference 5.9) requirements.

This design analysis activity has been evaluated in accordance with QAP-2-0 and found to be
applicable to the QA program. As specified in NLP-3-18, this activity is subject to QA controls.

Much of the input data used in this analysis is preliminary and "unqualified" and, therefore, the
outputs also are unqualified. Due to the preliminary nature of this analysis, all data must be treated
as unqualified/unconfirmed and the formal TBV and TBD tracking system as described in NLP-3-15
for the To Be Verified (TBV) and To Be Determined (TBD) Monitoring System does not apply.
The conclusions from this design analysis can not be used as input into documents supporting
procurement, fabrication, or construction.
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3. Method

The analytical method is used in this analysis. A preliminary backfilling design is evaluated on the
basis of material considerations, probable equipment performance, and operational requirements.
A schedule of expected completion and the number of underground backfilling sites will be
determined by calculating the potential backfill material volume, determining equipment productivity,
and sequencing backfllling activities. Measurements from sketches, maps, and vendor (manufacturer)
design will be used as design inputs to perform an analytical evaluation.

4. Design Inputs

4.1 Design Parameters
The design parameters below are based on the latest layout considerations. Due to the large
quantities involved, minor changes will not affect the outcome unless otherwise noted.
Layout changes affect only volumes and not the methodology of backfilling.

4.1.1 Surface Haulage Distance
Backfill material will be hauled from a loading point at the surface stockpile to the South
Portal. Average distances are as follows:

Distances, m

Stockpile to South Portal
Facilities 1242

Distance through South Portal
Facilities 90

Total 1332

Assumed parameter, see Assurmption 4.3.1

4.1.2 Underground Layout and Details
The current repository layout as shown in Figure 4.1- 1 (Reference 5.20) is used to calculate
backfill volumes and material haulage cycle times. This is an assumed parameter (Assumption
4.3.2).
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4.1.2.1 Main Drift Details
Main drift design details are assumed values of the assumed repository layout in Figure 4.1-1
of Parameter 4.1.2.

Design Detailst

Diameter of Main Drifts and
Turnouts 7.62 m

One track is installed for waste
Number of Parallel Tracks in 2 emplacement and a second track
Main Drift may be added at time of backfill

Number of Parallel Tracks in
Turnouts

t Assumed values; see Assumption 4.3.2.1

4.1.2.2 Waste Emplacement Drift Details
Waste emplacement drift details are assumed
Figure 4.1-1 of Parameter 4.1.2.

values of the assumed repository layout in

Design Details

Total Length of Waste
Emplacement Drifts 153,130 m Assumption 4.3.2.2

Total Number of Waste
Emplacement Drifts 143 Assumption 4.3.2.2

Outer Diameter of Waste
Emplacement Drifts 5.5 m Assumption 4.3.2.4

Based upon a 200 mm concrete
Inner Diameter of Waste 5.1 m liner. Reference 5.22
Emplacement Drifts

Total Number of Empty Waste
Emp. Drifts 5 Assumption 4.3.2.2

4.1.2.3 Underground Material Haulage Distances
Underground material haulage distances are assumed values of the assumed repository layout
in Figure 4.1-1 of Parameter 4.1.2. Distances which are shown below have been measured
using a scaled layout (Assumption 4.3.2.2) and have incorporated dimensions which were
calculated for the ESF (Reference 5.23).
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South Portal to Waste Emplacement Drift

South Portal to East-West
Side Intersection 1452 m Reference 5.23

East-West Side Intersection to 1040 to Reference 5.23 and Direct
East Side Backfill Drift 4440 m Measurements

East-West Side Intersection to 2250 to Direct Measurements
West Side Backfill Drift 5700 m

4.1.2.4 Main Drift Turnout Dimensions
The current main drift turnout layout as shown in Figure 4.1-2 is used to calculate material
haulage cycle times. This is an assumed parameter. See Assumption 4.3.2.3.
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4.1.2.5 Main Drift Turnout Dimensions
Turnout dimensions are assumed values of the turnout layout in Figure 4.1-2 of Parameter
4.1.2.4. See Assumption 4.3.2.3.

Haulage Distance for Main Drift to Waste Emplacement Drift Entrance

Segment Distance
(m)

Sidetrack to Turnout Switch
* Stower, Gantry Shuttlecars, etc. 17.0

Travel across Turnout Drift 17.6

Travel beyond Turnout Drift 15.4

Turnout Switch to Entrance of
Backfill Drift (Docking Platform) 45.7

4.1.2.6 Clearance Dimensions in a Typical Waste Emplacement Drift
The current clearances between the waste package and inner surface of typical waste
emplacement drifts as shown in Figure 4.1-3 is used to determine equipment clearances for
proposed units that operate in the waste emplacement drifts. This is an assumed parameter.
See Assumption 4.3.2.4.
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4.1.3 Principal Shuttlecar Operating Data
Operating data is provided for a shuttlecar based upon the Rock-Machines Sweden AB Model
115B unit.

Volume Capacity 11.5 m3

Car Length 11.2 m

Max. Hauling Speed 20 kn/hr

Approx. Unloading Time 2 min.

Minimum Curve Radius 12 m

(Reference 5.13)

4.1.4 Belt Conveyor Capacity for Stower and Mobile Belt Conveyor Unit

4.1.5 Primary Material Characteristics

Material Density (Heaped) Angle of Repose Notes

Sand 100 lb/ft' 340 Reference 5.14 for dry
(1602 kg/r' ) sand

Crushed Stone 100 lb/cft
(1602 kg/r') 30 - 45 Reference 5.14 for

crushed stone

Crushed TSw2 Tuff 1600 kg/r' I.I Assumption 4.3.3
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4.1.6 Minimum Backfill Cover
Backfill material will be placed to a minimum depth of 0.6 m over the top of each waste
package. (Reference 5.10)

4.1.7 Maximum Waste Package Size
The maximum waste package diameter is currently about 2.0 m (Reference 5.7).

4.1.8 Average time duration for haulage and stowing activities
Specific finctions have been identified in performing material handling and stowing activities.
See Assumption 4.3.9.

Activity Durations

Function minutes Note

Coupling/Udcoupling 0.5

Activate Switches 0.5

Move Equipment from Carner to
Dock 10.0

Quick Connect/Disconnect
Electrical Distribution 1

Filling Shuttlecar 5

Discharging Shuttlecar
* Normal 2 Parameter 4.1.3
* Slow Rate 5

Block Inclined Belt Feeder
Wheels 10

Position Stower for Baclcfilling 5

Standard Maintenance Frequency
500 hrs

Standard Maintenance Duration 3 Shifts

Waiting/Miscellaneous 25% of
Stowing Time
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4.1.9 Travel Speeds
Travel speeds are determined as per calculations in Assumption 4.3.4 and are summarized as

follows:

Haulage Rates

Location | m/min Note

Surface
* Startup/Slowdown (Creep) 18
* Travel through Facilities 72
* Curves 132
* Full Speed 269

Ramp and Main Drift 269

Waste Emplacement Drift 132

Coupling 18

Switching Points, Short Runs,
and Curves 72

4.2 Design Criteria

The following criteria are developed based on requirements found in the Engineered Barrier
Design Requirements Document (EBDRD) (Reference 5.1) and the Repository Design
Requirements Document (RDRD) (Reference 5.2).

4.2.1 Duration of Backfill Operation
The time required to emplace backfill in the vicinity of radioactive components shall be
minimized, e.g. provide sufficient space for ease of operation. (EBDRD; 3.2.5.2.8.E)

4.2.2 Standardization of Equipment Systems
Current and projected requirements and.capabilities in support of the proposed backfill system
design shall make maximum use of standardization in order to ensure reliability and support
ability. (RDRD; 3.3.8.1.D)

4.2.3 Equipment Operation and Maintenance in a Radioactive Environment
Backfill equipment will normally operate in a radioactive environment or in the vicinity of
radioactive components; it shall be designed to be moved to non-radioactive environment for
maintenance or repair whenever possible. When that is not possible, ALARA (as low as
reasonably achievable) will be maintained. The design shall allow for installation of temporary
shielding, permit minimizing radiation exposure times, and sufficient space shall be provided
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for ease of operation, maintenance and repair. (EBDRD; 3.2.5.2.6 RDRD; 3.7.7.A.2)

4.2.4 Radioactive Shielding Requirement
Personnel shielding and other radiation protection measures shall be provided for backfill
areas requiring intermittent access. ALARA will be maintained to limit dose rates to one rem
per year (based on occupancy time, and frequency). (RDRD; 3.2.4.5. 1.B)

4.3 Assumptions

The assumptions below (except CDA assumptions) are based on the latest layout
considerations. Due to the large quantities involved, minor changes will not affect the
outcome unless otherwise noted. Layout changes affect only volumes and not the
methodology of backfilling.

4.3.1 Surface Backfill Material Storage Area Location
Pertaining to Parameter 4.1.1 and used in Sections 7.7.1.1 and 7.7.1.3. A relatively large area
of moderate to flat-lying topography east of the South Portal (located as per Reference.5.21)
is identified. One such area which is in relative close proximity to the South Portal is selected
on the basis of maintaining a shortened haulage distance (desirable to minimize haulage time).
The haulage route is selected to circumvent steep slopes, provide gradual curves, and provide
as many straight runs as possible within a short overall distance. The segment lengths shown
below have been determined by direct measurements from Figure 4.3-1 showing the South
Portal surface contours (Reference 5.21) and an assumed stockpile location.

1,252 ft straightaway
579 ft curve
761 ft straightaway
155 ft curve

1,213 ft straightaway
115 ft curve

4,075 ft 4,075 ft (1,242 m)
Distance through Surface Facilities

294 ft straightaway -29-4 ft (90 m)
4,369 ft (1,332 m)

This is an unqualified parameter. The location of the pile and haulage route will be
determined through subsequent analysis.
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4.3.2 Underground Layout and Details
Used in Parameter 4.1.2. The underground repository layout in Parameter 4.1.2 is consistent
with the general configuration and extent of the upper block of the underground repository
layout presented in the Advanced Conceptual Design (ACD) (Reference 5.8). The Parameter
4.1.2 layout includes the extension of the upper emplacement block by several hundred
meters in lateral extent and elimination of the lower emplacement block. These do not affect
the emplacement of backfill material over waste packages.

4.3.2.1 Use of Track-Mounted Equipment
This assumption is used in Parameter 4.1.2.1. Rail will be used for transporting underground
supplies and personnel to the extent practical. (Reference 5.7, Key 030). Integrated rail
transport will be used for subsurface transport of waste packages (Ref 5.7; Key 010). The
use of two parallel tracks in the main drifts and single track in the turnouts to the waste
emplacement drifts is shown in the ACD (Reference 5.8). This arrangement provides a
convenience in sidetracking railcars that a single track in the main drifts would not afford.

4.3.2.2 Waste Emplacement Drift Details
This assumption is used in Parameters 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.3. Repository dimensions and
haulage distances are measured from the layout of the repository (Reference 5.20). Waste
emplacement drifts will remain empty in the emplacement block to provide ventilation and
accommodate waste packages if retrieval is required. Five such drifts are proposed. The
number and placement of empty drifts is currently being evaluated separately and will be
verified through subsequent analysis, but changes in the number of empty drifts will not
significantly affect this analysis. This assumption is used to calculate backfill material volume
in Section 7.1.4.

4.3.2.3 Main Drift Turnout Dimensions
This assumption is used in Parameters 4.1.2.4 and 4.1.2.5. The indicated dimensions in
Figure 4.1-2 of Parameter 4.1.2.4 are likely dimensions for turnouts shown at small scale in
Figure 4.1-1 (Reference 5.20) of Parameter 4.1.2. Variations in the turnout radius of
curvature, length, and spacing are likely to be relatively minor due to the constraint of the
overall layout and should have no significant effect on backfilling operations.

4.3.2.4 Clearance Dimensions in a Typical Waste Emplacement Drift
This assumption is used in Parameters 4.1.2.2 and 4.1.2.6. The typical waste emplacement
drift will be 5.0 or 5.5 m diameter (Reference 5.8). A 5.5 m diameter drift is used to
calculate the maximum volume of backfill in Section 7.1.4 of this analysis. A 5.0 m diameter
drift will provide sufficient clearance for the passage of backfilling equipment with the waste
package in the location shown in Figure 4.1-3 of Parameter 4.1.2.6. The internal diameter
of a 5.5 m drift is 5.1 m for a lining thickness of 200 mm (Reference 5.22). The diameter of
the waste package controls the upper bound of diameter (see Assumption 4.3.10).
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4.3.3 Backfill Material Type and Characteristics
This assumption is used in Parameter 4.1.5 Section 7.1.2. The backfill material may be either
welded tuff of the Topopah Spring (TSw2) thermal/mechanical unit as stated in the ACD,
(Reference 5.8) or clean, dry sand as given in the Systems Engineering Study, Engineered
Barrier System Performance Requirements Study (Reference 5.10 ). Crushed tuff is assumed
to have an angle of repose which falls within the range for crushed stone as shown in
Parameter 4.1.5. Crushed stone is otherwise undefined and may include rock of an almost
limitless variety of material constituents. This angle of repose is used to determine the
minimum distance in which the backfill stower can be positioned from the waste package
being covered. The average in situ, dry density of TSw2 tuffaceous rock is 2274 kg/r 3

(Ref 5.7; TDSS 004). For a range of swell factors of 0.60 to 0.80, the heaped density range
is 1364 to 1819 kg/rn3 with an average heaped density of about 1600 kg/r 3 . This assumption tx
draws a rough parity between tuff and sand on a weight basis with the underlying assumption
that weight will be the primary factor in material handling of crushed and fine to coarse
particle material. This assumption is used for. stowing, haulage, and transfer of material
between equipment units.

4.3.4 Average rail haulage speeds
Used throughout Section 7.7.1.3 and Attachment I. Travel speeds are based upon the number
of revolutions per min (rpm) for a 15" (0.38 m) diameter steel wheel with a 1.2 m
circumference. While wheel sizes generally vary, the following speed classes are assumed to
be consistent for the full range of wheel sizes:

Creep. Typical travel speed of a locomotive approaching a parked shuttlecar for
coupling and movement on/off a carrier at the entrance of a backfill drift.

I rev/4 sec = 15 rpm
15 rpm x 1.2 m/rev = 18 m/min (1.08 km/hr)

Slow Speed. Typical travel speed of rail mounted equipment through switches,
turnouts from the Main Drift and surface facilities).

60 rpm x 1.2 m/rev = 72 mi/min (4.32 km/hr)

Moderate Speed. Typical travel speed for surface curves and backfill drifts.
110 rpm x 1.2 m/rev = 132 m/min (7.92 km/hr)

Full Speed. Typical travel speed for surface and underground straightaway track .
224 rpm x 1.2 m/rev = 269 m/min (16.1 km/hr)

4.3.5 Duration of Retrievability Period
Used in Section 7.6. The repository will be designed for a retrievability period of up to 100
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years after initiation of emplacement. (Ref. 5.7; Key 016)

4.3.6 Requirement for Backfill
Used in Section 7.4. Current design assumes no backfill in emplacement drifts. Options for
backfill will be considered based on ongoing and future backfill studies. (Ref 5.7, Key 046)

4.3.7 Waste Package Emplacement Mode
Used in Parameter 4.1.2.6. Waste packages will be emplaced in-drift in a horizontal mode.
(Ref. 5.7; Key 011)

4.3.8 Human Access to Waste Emplacement Drifts
Used in Section 7.6. No human entry is planned in emplacement drifts while waste packages
are present. The waste emplacement/retrieval equipment may use robotics and/or remote
control features to perform operations and monitoring within the emplacement drifts. Under
off-normal conditions, human entry will be considered if protection to the workers can be
provided. (Ref 5.7; Key 013)

4.3.9 Average Time Duration for Haulage and Stowing Activities
This assumption is used in Parameter 4.1.8. The activity durations given are for scoping
purposes only. Variations in these numbers will not significantly impact the feasibility of
backfilling but may lengthen or shorten the overall operations.

4.3.10 Number and Size of Waste Packages
Used in Section 7.1.4. Total number of waste packages is 10,938 (Ref. 5.7; Key 003).
The current largest waste package is 1.802 m diameter x 5.682 m length (Ref. 5.7; EBDRD
3.7.1 .J. 1). The maximum diameter of waste packages will be approximately 2.0 m
(Reference 5.7; DCWP 005).

4.3.11 Personnel Work Schedule
Used in Sections 7.7.1.2.4 and 7.7.3. A total of 3,250 productive working hours per year will
be available for equipment operation calculated in the following:

1) 52 weeks/year @ 5 days/week = 260 days/ year
- 10 days/year (holidays, etc.)
250 day/year available for operations

2) 8.0 hours/shift total
I _ hours/shift non-productive
6.5 hours/shift productive

3) 2 shifts/day
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4) Productive Working Productive
Days/Year x Shifts/Diy x Hours/Shift = Hours/Yea

250 2 6.5 3,250
The actual annual productive hours will be verified through subsequent analysis.

4.3.12 Waste Emplacement Drift Numbering and Length
The number and length of waste emplacement drifts are based upon 83 MTU/acre and 22.5
m drift spacing (Ref 5.8) and waste emplacement stream (Ref 5.7, Key 003). These drifts
are designated and listed in Attachment II.

4.3.13 Mode of Waste Emplacement
Waste packages will be emplaced center-in-drift in the waste emplacement drifts on pedestals
by gantry emplacement. This assumption is used throughout this analysis.

4.3.14 Temperature in Waste Emplacement Drift
The maximum allowable temperature in the emplacement drifts during backfilling will be 50'C
dry-bulb. (Ref 5.7; DCSS 019) This assumption is used in Section 7.2.4.

4.4 Codes and Standards
None Used.
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6. Use of Computer Software

Lotus 1-2-3, Release 4.01, software was used to develop the table of drift lengths that is shown in
Attachment II.

7. Design Analysis

Design analysis is being performed on backfilling equipment and operations for the Yucca Mountain
Project (YMP) repository, though the use of backfill in emplacement drifts is not currently planned
as part of the engineered barrier system. Backfilling continues to be considered on the basis that
waste isolation may be potentially enhanced by delayed migration of radionuclides through the use
of backfill. Until the role of backfilling is clearly defined, the repository design will prudently include
the flexibility to perform backfilling at any future time during the preclosure period.

In the 1996 Adanced Conceptual Design (Reference 5.8), the mode of waste emplacement was the
center-in-drift (CID) railcar-mounted waste package. Preliminary evaluation indicated that backfilling
of the waste emplacement drifts for this mode of waste emplacement was not a practical
consideration. A preliminary workable design was developed which accommodated the off-center
in-drift (OCID) waste emplacement mode. Subsequent reevaluation of the emplacement system has
led to an additional waste emplacement concept and additional latitude in backfill design. Key design
changes which are currently being considered include the following:

1) All waste emplacement drifts to be located in the formerly designated upper
emplacement block

2) Elimination of the TBM launch main drift
3) Ventilation raises which extend to a lower ventilation discharge drift are placed at the

center of each waste emplacement drift
4) Landing docks located at each end of all waste emplacement drifts for emplacing and

removing waste packages

The above changes affect backfill design in several ways including distances traveled, dividing each
waste emplacement drift (143 each) into 286 separate backfill drifts, and backfilling from both sides
of the emplacement block..

A pedestal-mounted waste package which is set low in the center of each waste emplacement drift
is the selected mode of waste emplacement. Gantry equipment is being designed which can pass over
the waste packages during emplacement, retrieval, and backfilling. Backfilling is also reevaluated
in this analysis to accommodate the current repository layout (Reference 5.20).
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7.1 Backfill Material Considerations

7.1.1 Suitable Backfilling Material

The suitable backfill material is dry, free-flowing, non-cohesive, and non-friable. In addition, the
material has a high angle of repose to minimize encroachment upon the forward stower wheels.
Such a material can be readily conveyed, dumped, and placed without accumulating on the
equipment, producing excessive dust, or spreading more than desired during emplacement. The
equipment proposed in this analysis can accept considerable variation in material characteristics
without significant impact to material handling and stowing. However, specific backfill requirements
for waste isolation (the reason backfill may be required) have not been determined. A more complete
characterization of backfill material will be performed in subsequent studies should backfilling become
a requirement.

7.1.2 Types of Applicable Materials

Two types of backfill material are currently being considered. These include TSw2 tuffaceous rock
(tuff) which may be available from excavation of the underground repository and "quartz" sand
(Assumption 4.3.3). Both are discussed in brief below. Other materials or mixtures of materials
which are dry and free-flowing may also be appropriate for the methodology described in this
analysis.

7.1.2.1 Tuff as a Backfill Material

Tuff is desirable due to availability and its inherent similarity to the host rock. The welded tuff of
the Topopah Spring (TSw2) thermal/mechanical unit is the host rock of the repository and will be
removed in large quantities as the underground openings are excavated. The suitability of tuff from
a performance assessment standpoint is currently unknown. The tuff is largely rhyollitic in nature and
requires high energy for size reduction. Breakage of TSw2 tuff generally occurs by splitting and
breaking off edges and corners as shown in testing performed at the Colorado School of Mines and
evaluated by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) (Reference 5.11). In the cobble and gravel particle
size range, Yucca Mountain tuff usually breaks to angular shapes with sharp edges. The excavated
tuff will generally consist of rock fragments due to the crushing and splitting action of large disc
cutters on the proposed tunnel boring machine (TBM) similar to those cutters now excavating the
ESF tunnel. For the stowing and material handling methods discussed in this analysis, the tuff will
be further reduced in size to minimize any damage to the surface of the waste packages due to
impacts of the material on the waste packages. While the maximum size of material permitted is
currently unspecified, a relatively coarse product will likely be used. The SNL report (Reference
5.11) indicated that crushed tuff will retain its characteristic particle shape and toughness. The
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particle size distribution for crushing tests which were conducted at the Colorado School of Mines
(Reference 5.11) resulted primarily in the larger sizes with a minimal amount of fines produced. By
closing the discharge spacing on a jaw crusher from 3 inches to 11/2 inches, the amount of medium
to fine sized material ( 0.74 to 1.68 mm) increases due to repeated breakage. The increase is small
however. Should the tuff remain competent, then the amount of fines which might be attributed to
dusting will be minimized while the majority of the material will be in the coarse sand to small gravel
size.

7.1.2.2 Sand as a Backfill Material

A quartz sand has been proposed as a backfill material (Reference 5.10) on the basis of a
recommendation (Reference 5.10) that a "quartz" sand will prevent moisture from accumulating on
the surface of the waste packages. In general, this recommendation was made for a fine to coarse
solid particle size which is composed of impermeable particles. Additional follow-up has not been
provided to more closely define the mineralogy and size distribution of the sand size material so that
the availability of the sand material is currently uncertain. A bulk density of 1602 kg/im3 (Parameter
4.1.5) is used for a generic sand. This density is approximately equivalent to finely-crushed tuff rock
as defined in Assumption 4.3.3.

7.1.2.3 Material Selection

The use of either TSw2 tuff or sand will make little difference in material handling or stowing as the
weight difference is minimal (both generic sand and heaped crushed tuff are about 1600 kg/m3)and
the materials each have angles of repose between 30 and 450 (Parameter 4.1.5). For haulage
equipment normally used in handling heavy rock loads, either material may be used. The material
angle of repose will affect the position of the stower(s) which might be emplacing backfill material
in the waste emplacement drifts. A high angle of repose is more favorable.

7.1.3 Backfill Coverage of Waste Packages

All waste packages should be completely covered by backfill material . A minimum backfill depth
of 0.6 m (Parameter 4.1.6) over the waste packages is required. Because the top of backfill will
consist of peaks and valleys as the stower retreats to the entrance of the waste emplacement drift, an
additional material depth of 0.3 m has been added to provide a backfill peak depth of 0.9 m and a
valley depth of 0.6 m over the waste packages.
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7.1.4 Material Volume

The current repository layout (Figure 4.1-1) has 143 waste emplacement drifts (Parameter 4.1.2.2);
each of which is divided into two separate backfill drifts. A central portion of each waste
emplacement drift will be used for a vertical ventilation raise which will connect each waste
emplacement drift with a single lower level ventilation drift. Backfilling will likely be performed from
each end of each waste emplacement drift. For purposes of backfilling, each drift is divided into two
parts so that 143 waste emplacement drifts become 286 potential backfill drifts. The available
backfill length per drift has a cumulative waste emplacement length of 153,130 m (Parameter 4.1.2.2).
While the number of backfill drifts and backfill length per drift may change due to several factors,

a reasonably accurate total backfill volume can be determined and converted to an average volume
per drift.

Average Backfill Drift Length
The average length for each waste emplacement drift is calculated as follows:

Average
Total Emplacement Length Backfill lj f = Backfill Length/Drift

153,130 m 286 535 m

Should additional waste emplacement drifts be added to extend the storage capacity of the
repository, the extension will likely be northward in which the geological conditions favor relatively
long drifts. Any change in the average drift length should, however, be small and not significantly
change the total material volume.

Material Volume per Average Backfill Drift
The average cross-sectional area of backfill in a 5.5 m diameter (Parameter 4.1.2.2) waste
emplacement drift with a 5. 1m internal diameter and no waste package present is 14 m2 as
determined by planimeter measurement for a 0.6 m minimum backfill depth. Thus, the volume of
backfill is 14 m3/m of drift.

Average
Backfill Available Area x Backfill Length/Drift = Drit Volume

14 m2 535 m -7,500 m3

Volume of Waste Packages
Backfill material will be placed to cover 10,938 standard waste packages (Assumption 4.3.10) to a
minimum depth of 0.6 m (Parameter 4.1.6). The approximate volume of the waste packages is
158,653 m3 as calculated below.
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Number of Volume of
Waste Packages Diameter Length Waste Packages

10,938 1.8 in 5.7 158,650 m3

Backfill Material Volume
The total volume of backfill for the repository is calculated as follows:

Number of Backfill Drifts x Volume/Drift = Backfill Volum
286 7500 m3 2,145,000 m3

Variances in the number of drifts, lengths of drift, and number and size of waste packages within
moderate limits will not significantly affect the total material volume.

7.2 Operational Considerations

The center-in-drift (CID) pedestal-mounted waste package mode of waste emplacement is a change
from the off-center in-drift (OCID) railcar-mounted waste package backfilling design as described
in the ACD, 1996 (Reference 5.8). The OCID waste emplacement mode was introduced because it
was the only viable means of backfilling railcar-mounted waste packages. The drift invert height
was reduced allowing overhead access to the waste packages when railcars were replaced with
pedestals as supports for the waste packages. Material handling for backfilling has been affected by
certain repository design features which include the following:

1) Location of all waste emplacement drifts in the formerly designated and currently
extended upper emplacement block.

2) Elimination of the TBM launch main drift
3) Placement of ventilation raises at the center of each waste emplacement drift which

extend to a lower ventilation discharge drift
4) Placement of landing docks at each end of all waste emplacement drifts for emplacing

and removing waste packages

7.2.1 Dimensional Impacts

For a pedestal-mounted, center-in-drift waste emplacement configuration, the space available for
equipment operation and backfill material placement is generally above and along each side of the
waste packages. The equipment access design envelope exists in the space not occupied by the
ground support, invert, waste package pedestal, and waste package. The clearance between the top
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of the waste package and bottom of ground support is a variable dimension depending upon the
diameter of the waste package. The minimum overhead operating clearance will be set by the largest
waste package which is 2.0 m diameter (Parameter 4.1.7). Thus, the operating overhead clearance
for this waste package is about 2.4 m as shown in Figure 4.1-3 (Parameter 4.1.2.6) and the operating
side clearance is about 1.6 m (Parameter 4.1.2.6).

7.2.2 Radiological and Thermal Conditions

The typical waste emplacement drift is expected to be inhospitable to normal human occupation due
to high radioactivity and temperature. While radioactivity will likely not be an obstacle due to
remote equipment operation, temperature is expected to reach 170'C after 100 years (Reference 5.8)
and may adversely affect electrical equipment and other sensitive systems. Drift cooling will be
performed by increasing airflow prior to backfilling until the drift temperature is reduced from 170'C
to 50'C (Reference 5.8).

Personnel will need shadow shielding or other suitable barriers to reduce radiation from waste
packages to an acceptable level not to exceed 1 rem/year (Design Criterion 4.2.4). Personnel will
not enter the backfill drifts beyond the drift doors but they may be exposed to incidental radiation in
intermittently occupied areas outside the drift doors. Personnel in the area of the typic-al backfill drift
will be monitored for radioactive exposure and will be restricted to a limited amount of time at the
open drift entrance (Design Criterion 4.2.3). In addition to the shadow shield which may be located
between the last waste package and the typical drift door, additional temporary shielding may be
provided to protect those operators and maintenance personnel who must perform functions which
cannot otherwise be performed remotely.

7.2.3 Stowing Rate Requirements

The total required backfill volume is anticipated to be about 2 million m3 of material (see Section
7.1.4). Material handling will directly affect the number of backfilling units and time that will be
required to backfill the waste emplacement drifts. The time required to haul the material from the
surface to the backfill site and transfer to the stower will limit the stowing rate. Stowing will be
conducted at a moderate rate to insure equal distribution and complete coverage of waste packages.
An average stowing rate of about 75 m3/hr (see Section 7.7.1.2.4) will be within the capability of
railcars to deliver sufficient material for continuous stowing over a time period of 10 years. A 10 year
or less backfilling period is sought to minimize the amount of replacement for worn equipment as
indicated in a previous study (Reference 5.10).
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7.2.4 Ventilation Considerations

During backfill operations, airflow may enter each waste emplacement drift from both sides of the
emplacement block, flow to the center of the block, and discharge down a raise to a lower level
exhaust air drift. This ventilation plan will generally aid backfilling operations. Ventilation will be
maintained in the waste emplacement drift throughout backfilling. A space above the backfill and
waste packages will be maintained through careful placement of the material. Backfill material will
be prevented from entering and potentially plugging the raise opening. Some material is expected to
enter the raise no matter what precautions are taken either through dusting or spillage from the
stower. The first waste packages installed in each drift will be placed adjacent to the raise opening;
one package being emplaced from the east main drift and the other from the west main drift. The
standoff distance from the first emplaced waste package to the ventilation raise, if sufficiently large,
will minimize any intrusion by either dust or backfill.
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Figure 7.2-1. Temperature Profile for a Backfill Drift I

For some period prior to backfilling, the waste emplacement drift will be ventilated to allow cooling
of the drift. The drift temperature will be lowered to at least 500C (Reference 5.7) at the discharge
end of the drift entrance into the vertical ventilation raise. As shown in Figure 7.2-1 (Reference
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5.6), an average drift length of 500 to 600 m may require from 3 to 5 days of cooling to achieve 50'C
at the discharge end and 300C at the entrance of the drift. A 50'C maximum temperature will be
sought to minimize the effects of heat on electrical insulation and other sensitive components.
Should localized "hot spots" occur during backfilling, the equipment may be withdrawn to near the
entrance of the drift at the end of the second shift of a two shifts per day (Assumption 4.3.11)
operation and moved back into position at the beginning of the next backfilling shift.

7.3 Material Handling Alternatives

The movement of 2 million cubic meters of material from a surface location to the waste emplacement
drifts is a significant uo ndertaking with numerous challenges. Among impediments are
disruptions in stowindown times to maintenance and equipment relocations, and widely spaced
locations requiring diei a l feed. Several material handling alternatives have been
considered which fall into two separate classifications; continuous haulage (pipeline and belt
conveyors) and batch haulage (railcars).

Continuous haulage of dry material by pipeline requires air as described in Section 7.4.1.2 for
pneumatic backfilling. Air is the carrying media for the solid material. Due to the great distances
involved in reaching all the waste emplacement drifts from the surface and for additional reasons
given in Section 7.4.1.2, pipeline haulage is not considered in this analysis.

The continuous haulage by belt conveyors has the advantage of moving a high volume of loose rock
and soil through a relatively small space with non-intrusive and low maintenance equipment.
However, the principal disadvantage of using belt conveyors for backfill haulage in the YMP
repository occurs when a fully loaded belt conveyor transports material underground to more than
one backfilling site and one or more of these sites is unable to accept the material due to a disruption
in equipment operation. The alternatives when such disruptions occur include the following:

* The belt conveyor(s) continues to operate with the result of material overwhelming
the receiving facilities.

* The belt conveyor(s) are stopped with the result of halting backfilling.
* The belt conveyor(s) are operated at partial capacity with the result of backfilling in

the waste emplacement drift becoming discontinuous.

The only practical means of accommodating fluctuations in material handling while providing a
constant flow of material for backfilling is to provide underground storage capacity. Receiving
bunkers are excavated and equipped at several locations about the underground repository. Primary
belt conveyors supply these bunkers, and secondary conveyors transport the material from the
bunkers to the backfilling sites. This alternative requires extensive installations which will either be
used only briefly in the case of several bunkers or be augmented by excessive lengths of secondary
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belt conveyors in the case of a few bunkers.

The batch haulage by railcars provides a means of haulage and potential temporary storage of
material. Railcars also have a flexibility in being able to distribute the material at various backfilling
sites about the repository that belt conveyors do not have. The railcars may either be bottom-dump,
side-dump, or end-discharge (shuttlecar). Like belt conveyors, both bottom-dump and side-dump
railcars require supplementary equipment to accommodate the railcars, handle the material, and
transfer the material to a secondary means of transport for conveying to the backfill sites.
Shuttlecars, however, may be trammed to close proximity of the backfill sites and not require the
cumbersome dump facilities needed for the other railcar types. The installation of permanent backfill
facilities can be avoided by the use of shuttlecars. The shuttlecar design is favored for backfill material
haulage due to the low profile of the units, relatively fast tramming speed, self-discharging capability,
and interlocking body feature which turns multiple units into a short single chain-drag conveyor.

Backfill material handling from the surface to underground waste emplacement drifts will occur
during the late period of retrieveability which will be long after the removal of construction
equipment. Whichever haulage method is adopted at that time will likely require acquisition of special
equipment. The shuttlecar option is presented in Alternative #1 based upon the advantages previously
stated and upon the premise that backfill operations can commence with only a few equipment units
and not be delayed by the construction of fixed dumping and material handling facilities. A side-dump
railcar is included for comparison in Alternative #2. Subsequent haulage analysis may be performed
to select the more suitable method.

7.3.1 Alternative #1 - Shuttle Car Haulage

Shuttlecars greatly simplify material handling underground by providing pass-through capability to
material handling. Shuttlecars are designed to act as a single unit or as a component in a continuous
movement of material when several units are connected together. The main haulage shuttlecar in this
analysis is based upon the Rock-Machines Sweden AB Shuttletrainm Model 11 5B design or
equivalent (Reference 5.13) as shown in Figure 7.3-1.

Each shuttlecar has a closed-side, open-ended elongated body which is inclined upward from back
to front. The front end of one shuttlecar fits into the flared rear end of another. Each unit is
equipped with a bottom mounted, double chain drive, flight conveyor. When two shuttlecars are
pushed together, latches which are mounted on the upper part of both sides of the rear car are
activated to engage protruding lugs on the rear upper body of the leading car, and; thereby joining
the two units. Two or more units when so joined can form a continuous self unloading unit with
storage capacity. These units can be positioned as a stationary conveyor or moved about as a haulage
unit. The reference design model is powered with electric motors and capable of discharging its 11.5
m3 payload (Parameter 4.1.3) in 2 minutes (Parameter 4.1.3).
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Figure 7.3-1. Main Haulage Shuttlecar

7.3.1.1 Haulage from Surface to Underground

Haulage Alternative #1 utilizes rail-mounted trains of multiple shuttle cars to transport material
underground and provide the material to locations in the main drifts which are adjacent to the waste
emplacement drifts being backfilled. The operational plan which is given in Attachment #I depends
upon a double track arrangement placed either partially or totally in the main drift. The possible
placement of a single track in the main access drift for emplacement of waste packages does not
preclude the double track arrangement being installed for backfilling which, if installed, occurs many
years into the post emplacement period.

Baclkill material is reclaimed from a stockpile and loaded into a shuttle train which travels from the
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surface down the south ramp to either the east or west main drift. The shuttle train will travel on
one of the two parallel tracks in the main drift while the other serves for standby, parking, or access
into the waste emplacement drifts. Frequent switch locations all along the main drift which
completely surrounds the emplacement block will provide the capability to cross over to the adjoining
track either to travel or park at points around the emplacement block. The shuttle train may either
travel from the surface directly to the entrance of a waste emplacement drift being backfilled or to
any one of a number of sidetrack locations in the main drift. These sidetrack locations provide
convenient drop off points at which relatively small batches of material (11.5 m3 per shuttlecar;
Parameter 4.1.3) are temporarily stockpiled near the backfilling site. Two potential operating
scenarios are as follows:

1) A loaded shuttle train may travel from the surface directly to a waste emplacement drift,
discharge its load, and return to the surface for refilling.

2) A train of shuttlecars may travel from the surface, stop at a predesignated drop-off point,
leave loaded shuttle cars and collect empty ones, proceed around the emplacement block to
other drop-off points, and return to the surface with empty shuttlecars. A secondary
locomotive trams one or more shuttle cars to the entrance of a waste emplacement drift being
backfilled and discharges the material before returning the empty shuttlecars to the sidetrack
drop off point to exchange empty for filled shuttle cars.

Direct haulage will require approximately 3.9 to 16.5 minutes to the main drift along the east side of
the emplacement block (Figure 4.1-1 of Parameter 4.1.2) and 8.4 to 21.2 minutes along the west side
as shown in the following:

Distance Speed = Time
East Side 1040 to 4440 m 269 rn/min 3.9 to 16.5 min
West Side 2250 to 5700 m 269 m/min 8.4 to 21.2 min

(Parameter 4.1.2.3) (Assumption 4.3.4)

The sidetrack haulage option will provide temporary storage capacity and will not require any
additional structures or facilities other than a switch is required at a drop-off point so that each drop-
off point can be located where needed and moved as often as required.

7.3.1.2 Haulage to Waste Emplacement Drifts

With the sill (floor) elevation of the turnouts being below the sill elevation of the waste emplacement
drifts, an elevating belt conveyor unit is provided in the complement of proposed backfilling
equipment to compensate for the abrupt transition from one height to another.
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In the sidetrack option which is discussed above, the shuttlecars are moved to the waste
emplacement drifts as needed. The leading shuttlecar engages with a mobile belt conveyor unit and
discharges onto the unit which transfers backfill material to the shuttlecar loader on the landing dock
in the waste emplacement drift. In the sidetrack haulage option, the shuttle cars are trammed back
and forth between the sidetrack and the mobile belt conveyor unit in about 16.1 minutes (Attachment
#1, page AI-4; Step 1.3.2) including coupling, decoupling, switching, and other railcar handling
activities. Unloading of each shuttlecar may be as rapid as 2 minutes per shuttlecar (Parameter 4.1.3)
or as slow as needed.

7.3.2 Alternative #2 - Side-Dump Railcar Haulage

7.3.2.1 Haulage from the Surface Stockpile to Underground

Haulage Alternative #2 utilizes a combination of railcars to convey material underground and belt
conveyors to deliver the material to the entrances of the waste emplacement drifts being backfilled.
These belt conveyors would be needed to avoid car dumping facilities in each waste emplacement

drift.

Backfill material is reclaimed from a stockpile and loaded into a train of side-dump railcars similar
in design to the Norcast Granby-type muck car (Reference 5.16) with a 10 m3 capacity which travel
from the surface to one or more mobile car dump facilities located in the main drift. The train is
pulled onto the dump facility and each car is dumped one-at-a-time. The train either returns to the
surface or proceeds to the next car dump facility depending upon the number of cars dumped and the
number of dump facilities placed around the emplacement block.

7.3.2.2 Haulage to Waste Emplacement Drift

One or more car dump facilities may be located around the emplacement block in the main drift. To
minimize the haulage distance from the car dump facility to the waste emplacement drift, each car
dump facility may be constructed with a superstructure which includes a ramp, dump hopper, and belt
feeder. Such a car dump facility may be constructed to be rail-mounted and towed from location to
location after one or several waste emplacement drifts are backfilled. The car dump facility might
feed a belt conveyor which is 100 m or more in length and carries the backfill material to the belt
feeder at the entrance of the waste emplacement drift being filled.

7.3.3 Haulage in Waste Emplacement Drift

Material handling within the waste emplacement drifts will be constrained by limited operating space
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(see Section 7.2.1), radiological and thermal impacts (see Section 7.2.2), and varying haulage
lengths as shown in Figure 4.1-1 (Parameter 4.1.2).

Material handling equipment within the waste emplacement drifts will likely be similar to waste
emplacement equipment by straddling and passing over the waste packages on the rails provided for
the equipment. This is a non-intrusive method upon the waste packages and provides a sound
approach for access to the rear of the waste emplacement drift.

The high radiation levels will prohibit human operators in the waste emplacement drifts. A system
of remote control and monitoring (see Section 7.6) will be developed to conduct material handling
in conjunction with stowing from a protected site which is removed from the waste emplacement
drift.

The thermal impacts will be mitigated by pre-cooling of the waste emplacement drift prior to
backfilling (see Section 7.2.4). As shown in Figure 7.2-1, a relatively short time will be required to
reduce the probable drift temperature of 1700C to 50'C (Reference 5.8). As shown, the cooling time
may vary from about I day for a 276 m long drift and 1 week for a 596 m long drift. The cooling
time should average about 5 to 6 days.

Variable waste emplacement drift lengths encourage the use of equipment which can accommodate
material handling variability from one drift to another. The unit or units must be adjustable when
bridging from the entrance of the waste emplacement drift to the point of stowing. Both adaptations
of shuttlecars and continuous conveyor alternatives are examined.

7.3.3.1 Gantry Shuttlecars

The shuttlecar alternative utilizes an equipment unit which integrates closely with the material
handling equipment at the entrance of the waste emplacement drift and material handling equipment
at the stowing end of the drift; the stower is discussed in Section 7.5. The gantry shuttlecar is not an
off-the-shelf item and will require detailed design and fabrication, though the individual components
are commonly used in commercial applications.

The gantry shuttlecar alternative incorporates the operating features of the main haulage shuttlecar
(see Section 7.3.1), includes a body similar to that of the shuttlecar, and is set on a self-propelled
gantry frame as shown in Figure 7.3-2. The framework of the gantry shuttlecar is similar in
arrangement to that of the stower (see Section 7.5.2) which allows each unit to straddle emplaced
waste packages and travel to the stower. To provide the means of conveying the backfill material
from the entrance of the drift to the stower, the rear of the gantry shuttlecar is designed to fit beneath
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Figure 7.3-2. Gantry Shuttlecar

the discharge of the belt feeder unit while the front end extends over the material receiving gate
mounted on the rear end of the stower.

The gantry shuttlecar has three mechanical operating components that include a bottom-mounted
chain-drag conveyor, a coupler at each end of the shuttlecar body for engaging with the belt feeder
at the drift entrance and the rear of the stower, and the self-propelled drive unit.

For shuttle car haulage in the waste emplacement drifts, a shuttle car loader or mobile belt conveyor
unit is installed at the entrance of the waste emplacement drift. The mobile belt conveyor unit (see
Figure 7.3-3) will bridge the gap between the main haulage shuttlecar and the gantry shuttlecar. The
mobile belt conveyor unit will be track-mounted (gauged to the track in the main drift and turnout)
and pulled by a locomotive from drift-to-drift. The mobile belt conveyor unit is positioned and
blocked into place at the entrance of the waste emplacement drift.
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The mobile belt conveyor unit is not an off-the-shelf item and will require detailed design and
fabrication though the individual components are commonly used in commercial applications. This
unit consists of a steel frame, wheels, elevating belt conveyor with cleats, and electrical drive

Figure 7.3-3. Mobile Belt Conveyor Unit

components. The conveyor is powered by a variable speed drive which is controlled with other
backfluling equipment from a centrally-located operators console and will provide a variable material
feed to match the stower feed rate.

During backfilling operations, a single full main haulage shuttlecar or several. close-coupled
shuttlecars will be pushed to the mobile belt conveyor unit. The main haulage shuttlecar on the
turnout track transfers the material to the mobile conveyor unit which elevates the material and dumps
it into the gantry shuttlecar until it is filled. The filled gantry shuttlecar travels the length of the waste
emplacement drift to the stower position. Several gantry shuttlecars may be coupled with the stower
to provide sufficient surge capacity for the traveling gantry shuttlecar to discharge its load, return to
the entrance of the drift for additional material, and transport the next batch of material for stowing
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before the stationary gantry shuttlecar has depleted its load to the stower. The traveling gantry
shuttlecar latches with the stationary gantry shuttlecar and the backfill material conveys through the
interlocking shuttle cars while the stower continually discharges over the waste packages. The
gantry shuttlecars are capable of discharging up to 345 m3/hr (11.5 m3 capacity and 2 min. discharge
rate; Parameter 4.1.3) while the average stower discharge rate is assumed at 75 m3/hr (see Section
7.7.1.2.4).

7.3.3.2 Bridge Conveyor Haulage

Bridge conveyor haulage may either include the use of multiple gantry shuttlecars which are close-
coupled and extend from the entrance of the waste emplacement drift or of multiple gantry belt
conveyor units which overlap each other from the entrance to the end of the waste emplacement drift.
For either option, the units are installed prior to backfilling and removed one-at-a-time as the stower
retreats to the entrance of the waste emplacement drift. The use of the bridge conveyors has been
included as a potential alternative but has not been detailed in this analysis as per the following
detriments:

* Excessive Number of Units. The length of each bridge conveyor will be limited to
about the length of each main haulage shuttlecar to facilitate entry into the waste
emplacement drifts. While only 2 shuttlecars are being proposed in the first
alternative, approximately 25 to 53 bridge conveyor units will be needed for this
alternative based upon a 276 m to 596 m range of drift lengths (Parameter 4.1.2.2)
and an approximate length of 11.2 m for each shuttlecar (Parameter 4.1.3).

* Excessive Time Required. Installation of each bridge conveyor will be approximately
equivalent to the installation of a gantry stower. The total installation and removal
time of a complete bridge conveyor will be approximately 12 to 25 hours based upon
28 minutes per stower equivalency (Attachment #L Step 1.1) as compared to about
1 hour for 2 units in the shuttlecar haulage option.

* Inflexibili . As the stower retreats toward the drift entrance during backfilling,
bridge conveyors can be removed in equivalent unit lengths of 11.2 m only. A gap in
the haulage system is created with the removal of each unit from the inclined belt
feeder and bridge conveyor unit adjacent to the unit just removed. This arrangement
may be handled, however, by employing a similar procedure which is described for
Completion Backfilling in Step 3.1 of Attachment #1. During completion backfilling,
both gantry shuttlecars are removed in separate operations in which the standard
shuttlecars and mobile belt conveyor unit are pulled to a sidetrack in the main drift,
a carrier is moved to the entrance of the waste emplacement drift, and the gantry
shuttlecar is removed. Another carrier is moved into position, the last gantry
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shuttlecar or stower is backed onto the carrier, and the appropriate backfilling units
are returned to the turnout.

7.3.4 Supplementary Haulage Equipment

7.3.4.1 Stower and Shuttlecar Carriers

The stower and gantry shuttlecars will be transported from backfill drift to backfill drift atop flat bed
carriers. The carriers will be track-mounted and gauged for the main drift and turnout tracks. A pair
of parallel rails which are mounted atop each carrier and run the length of each carrier will be set to
an identical gauge with the track in the waste emplacement drifts. The carriers will be positioned at
the entrance of each drift to allow the typical backfill stower and gantry shuttlecar to roll directly on
or off the carrier.

7.3.4.2 Locomotives

Locomotives will be used to pull loaded standard shuttlecars underground and return empty
shuttlecars to the surface, switch standard shuttlecars to and from sidetrack positions, and switch
stower and gantry carriers from the sidetrack to the entrance of backfill drifts. These locomotives
are currently unspecified.

7.4 Emplacement Drift Backfilling Process

Backfilling will be performed as the last operation in the waste emplacement drifts. The waste
packages will become inaccessible after they have been covered. A period of waste package
accessability extending up to 100 years following waste emplacement has been provided (Assumption
4.3.5) so that the waste packages can be retrieved. Therefore, backfilling, if used (Assumption
4.3.6), will not be performed until the retrieveability period has ended at some time after waste
emplacement.

Backfilling design has evolved as the repository layout, waste emplacement method, and drift
configuration have changed during the period of repository design. Backfilling design has included
coverage of railcar-mounted, center-in-drift waste packages ; railcar-mounted, off-center in-drift
waste packages ; and pedestal-mounted, center-in-drift waste packages. The principal parameters
affecting backfilling design have been the diameter of the waste emplacement drift and the waste
emplacement methodology. The overall repository design has remained flexible to accommodate
backfilling should future evaluation develop a compelling requirement.
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7.4.1 Stowing Methodology

Stowing methods for placement of dry, loose material generally fall into four categories ( hand
emplacement, pneumatic, slinger, and dumping). The characteristics of each involve a different set
of operating factors including equipment, material handling, manpower utilization, and material
behavior. The stowing methods are described below.

7.4.1.1 Hand Emplacement

Hand emplacement may take on a variety of forms including the emplacement of backfill with shovels
or small loaders and augmented with portable compactors to emplacement of pre-formed blocks,
bricks, or other backfill components. This method provides for the complete filling of a void. For
large backfill volumes, this method is impractical due to time constraints. The nature of the current
emplacement drift environment renders this method as untenable for personnel.

7.4.1.2 Pneumatic Backfilling

Pneumatic backfilling, conveying, or stowing is a means of transporting dry solid material through
a pipeline while suspended in compressed air and placing that solid material into a void, excavated
or natural. Equipment typically includes a feeder with a rotary air lock, air compressor, power unit,
material conveyor, storage bin or silo (optional), pipeline, and discharge nozzle. Pneumatic
backflhling tends to heap the material with relatively steeply sloping sides. The material is shot from
the end of the pipeline at high speed. On impact, some compaction occurs which tends to produce
a higher internal angle of friction than would be produced by a dumping application. Pneumatic
backfiling generally does not completely fill an underground void because voids along the top of the
fill are difficult to reach. Sufficient backfill may be emplaced, however, if frequent changes at the
discharge end of the pipeline are made to overlap the piles. Severe dusting generally results from
pneumatic backfllling which may be mitigated to some degree with curtains and other stoppings
placed in the return airway. Pneumatic backfilling material may be of a single type or be comprised
of a mixture of dry materials.

A pneumatic backfilling unit or stower typically includes a material feeder, rotary airlock, air
compressor/blower, power unit, and discharge pipe. This method is most effective for material sized
in the fine to coarse sand range with some gravel size material interspersed throughout the
discharge. The backfill material cascades into the rotary airlock and drops into an airstream that has
been generated by the air compressor. The material is suspended and transported at high speed
through the short discharge pipe and discharges in a spreading cone from the discharge nozzle. As
the discharge pipe is swivelled from side-to-side, a pile accumulates against any backdrop. The
difficulties in applying this technique to backfilling include the following:
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* Dusting. The amount offines (material size smaller than 0.074 mm) in the TSw2 tuff
is low so that the majority of the material should fall from the airstream as the particle
speed decreases with distance. Induced ventilation will likely keep some small
particles airborne to be conveyed down the ventilation raise and into the main exhaust
drift where personnel will be exposed to the hazardous effects of the dust.

* Operation. The optimum performance of a pneumatic stowing system depends upon
a critical balance between airflow and material feed; that is, between the velocity of
the airstream and the feed rate of the material. The material feeder, air compressor,
and airlock are usually adjusted many times during a pneumatic backfilling operation
that uses rock material since the performance declines rapidly as any of the three
major components become out of phase with the others. Imbalances in the system can
produce the following:

1) Large material particles dribbling from the end of the discharge pipe causing
piles in front of the discharge pipe and dissipation of fines into the
downstream ventilation courses.

2) Resuspension of deposited material and dispersion into the downstream
ventilation courses.

3) Blow-by of material around the stator and rotor of the airlock which
eventually backfills the equipment.

4) Plugging of the discharge pipe.

The material can over-accumulate in places and under-accumulate elsewhere.
Material may tend to blow past waste packages along the sides while heaping to the
top of the drift against the forward end of the waste package while leaving the rear
of the waste package exposed. An added disadvantage may be pitting of the waste
package surface.

* Radioactivity. Radiation is sufficient in the waste emplacement drifts to preclude long
term exposure to personnel needed to control the pneumatic stowing equipment. The
use of remote sensing and control to make the required adjustments has not been
demonstrated and will be very difficult to accomplish.

7.4.1.3 Slinger Backfilling

A slinger consists of two belt feeders; one of which dumps onto the other. The second conveyor
moves at exceptionally high speed. The material accelerates and discharges in an arching trajectory
typically 15 to 20 meters beyond the end of the slinger. As the backfill pile increases, the heaped
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material is impacted by other material which causes compaction and the material to stand at a steeper
angle than the angle of repose achieved through normal dumping.

The slinger belt may be swivelled from side-to-side to backfill across the waste emplacement drift
with material either accumulating against a backdrop or in a pile at the end of the trajectory. A
coarser material than provided for dumping or pneumatic stowing will likely be used so that greater
trajectory of the solids can be achieved. Any material which is projected either by slinging or
pneumatic stowing may pit the outer surface of the waste packages and coarse material will only
increase pitting. The coarser backfill consisting of gravel and cobble sized material may have less
flowability than for other backfilling options. With less flowability, the material may not migrate or
slough into the leeward spaces around the waste packages. Portions of the waste packages may be
left exposed. Slinger backfilling is considered unreliable for insuring complete coverage of the waste
packages.

7.4.1.4 Dump Backfilling

Backfilling by dumping material over the waste packages is conceptually and practically the most
simple approach for covering the waste packages. The material is unloaded from an overhead
conveyance either as a batch or in a steady stream, cascades over the waste package, and creates a
conical pile peaking below the dump point. By retreating along the waste package, a single conical
pile can be extended to form a "windrow" or elongated pile. This approach was modified for the
Engineered Barrier System Performance Requirements System Study Report (Reference 5.10) so that
the peak of the backfill extended across the width of the drift. Favorable aspects of dump backfilling
include relative simplicity in operation and increased surety in waste package coverage.

To provide material to a series of dump points over the waste packages, an overhead space of
approximately 2.4 m (see Section 7.2.1), side clearance around the waste package, and emplacement
track will be utilized. A rail-mounted gantry will carry the material to the dumping point. To
prevent dumped material from encroaching upon the wheels of the gantry an extended boom will
project the material away from the front of the gantry. To backfill across the width of the drift, the
boom will be swivelled from side-to-side. The stower will begin at the rear of the drift by straddling
the waste packages and will retreat to the entrance of the drift.

7.5 Backfilling Equipment

This design includes a backfilling equipment group with a stower, two gantry shuttlecars, three
standard shuttlecars, one mobile belt conveyor unit, three flatcar carriers, and two locomotives.
While most of the equipment previously described is involved in transporting material for backfilling,
the stower is the key equipment unit for the final emplacement of that material. While other
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methodology and equipment may be employed if the repository design should change (size of the
waste emplacement drift, position of the waste package in the opening, etc.), the equipment included
within this analysis provides a viable means of backfilling.

7.5.1 General Description

The backfill stower as shown in Figure 7.5-1 is a mobile, track-mounted, open steel-framed, self-
propelled, gantry structure which consists of a gantry, material delivery system, power unit, and
drive. The stower is not an off-the-shelf item and will require detailed design and fabrication though
the individual components are commonly used in commercial applications. The stower is designed
to straddle emplaced waste packages, traverse waste emplacement drifts, and operate remotely in a
hot, radioactive environment. The stower has a heavy duty skeletal structure to provide stability
while being relatively lightweight. The robust framework is needed especially during backfilling as
the stowing boom slews slowly from side-to-side. The framework will also be needed to withstand
transfers from drift-to-drift. The current stower design includes several discrete components which
are conceptually connected into a working unit. The backfill stower design includes functional
attributes only and excludes sheathing and other features which may add to the aesthetics of the unit.
The stower is designed to fit within the dimensional constraints of the waste package emplacement
gantry to conform to the configuration of a nominal waste emplacement drift. A minimal unspecified
clearance between the upper end of the stowing boom and the drift wall is provided to prevent
contact and damage of the stowing boom.

7.5.2 Stower Components

The backfill stower as shown in Figure 7.5-1 is comprised of separate but integrated components
which are described below.

Stower Chassis Design. The stower chassis is an open-framed gantry structure with posts, lateral
supports, longitudinal members and cross-bracing which supports the material delivery system. The
material delivery system is mounted on the lateral cross-member supports which are single members
located both at the front and rear of the unit. The lateral supports are raised to form an elongated,
inverted U-shaped structure for clearing the waste packages as shown in Figure 7.5-2. The structural
members and placement of the drives, electrical distribution, and controls are currently unspecified.
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Figure 7.5-1. Backfill Stower

Figure 7.5-2. Stower Cross-Section
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Material Delivery System. The Material Delivery System will have material handling equipment,
supporting structure, and drives necessary to convey the backfill material from the rear of the stower
and dump it over the waste package. A standard belt conveyor with low-angled troughing idlers and
flat return idlers is mounted on the stowing boom which cantilevers beyond the stower superstructure.

The stowing boom is an open, steel-framed, lightweight structure which is attached to a swivel atop
the rear top cross member of the stower and to two sets of roller bearings mounted atop the forward
cross member of the stower. The stowing boom can swing from side to side as shown in the lower
part of Figure 7.5-3. The steel framework incorporates L-shaped members in a Warren type, heavy
duty truss arrangement or similar design as is typical for conveyor bridges and elevating stackers.

t - -I

PLAN VIEW OF STOWER CONVEYOR

PROFILE OF STOWER CONVEYOR

Tunnel Width 2
A Convevor

Dischdrge Level -

_ _. -

.1 ................................................. I

LATERAL LIMIT OF STOWER CONVEYOR MOVEMENT

I Figure 7.5-3. Stowing Boom I

The stowing boom will be mounted so as not to cantilever more than 15 feet beyond the front end
of the stower in accordance with maximum overhang limits (Reference 5.12).
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The forward end of the stowing boom will be supported by roller bearings. The roller bearings will
be connected to the lower members of the stowing boom by swivels which will allow side-to-side
movement while being guided within the flanges of a standard channel or similar steel member. The
guide will be welded to the upper cross member of the stower frame. The roller bearings, two
Human-type roller units (Reference 5.15), will support the stowing boom near its mid-span. The rear
of the stowing boom will be supported by a single, heavy-duty swivel which is commercially available.

A belt conveyor which is mounted within the stowing boom framework consists of a 0.5 m (18")
wide belt with 200 troughing idlers to carry the backfill material. A live design load of 1602 kg/m3

(100 lbs/ft3) (Parameter 4.1.5) is used for preliminary structural analysis. The conveyor .components
consist of a head pulley, tail pulley, 7 trough idlers (4" diameter by 6" long rollers), 3 flat return
idlers, and electric motor. The trough idlers will be bolted to the top side of the upper stowing boom
truss member while the flat return idlers will bolted to the bottom side of the upper truss members.
The dimensions shown in Figure 4.1-3 were used to determine the size of the stowing boom and
operating clearance between the top of the waste packages and the drift liner.

The belt conveyor drive will be attached to the tail pulley and mounted over the swivel. The drive
unit will consist of an electric motor and coupling. The rotor speed will be controlled by a controller
to provide variable speed and constant torque to the conveyor pulley shaft. A design rotor speed
range of 30 to 140 rpm will be provided so that the conveyor can operate between 29 m3/hr to 102
m3/hr (Parameter 4.1.4). A belt feeder which will be mounted at the rear of the stower superstructure
will provide the conveying connection from the gantry shuttlecar to the stower.

Drive and Power Design. The stower unit will be self-propelled. The electrical distribution and
control mechanisms are described in Section 7.6.

Remote Sensing and Control. Operational control of backfilling equipment will be conducted from
outside of the waste emplacement drift as described in Section 7.6. Off-set video cameras are
suggested for use to observe backfilling in progress and observe the level of backfill in the drift.
While backfilling, the stower will have only a one time opportunity to place material over the waste
packages. The stower will not be able to reverse course and return to a previous location due to
encroachment of backfill onto the tracks. Remote sensing and control will be required to assure
coverage of the waste packages.

7.5.3 Stower Production

The belt conveyor as part of the material delivery system has a design capacity of 75 m3/hr (about
100 yd3/hr) (see Section 7.7.1.2.4) and operates at about 75 m/min (1.25 m/sec) belt speed
(Parameter 4.1.4). The belt conveyor is provided with a variable speed drive to provide a wide range
of discharge rates. As shown in Parameter 4.1.4, the design operating rate is near an approximate
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midpoint in the production range of a 0.46 m (18") wide belt conveyor. The flexibility of a variable
speed drive provides the advantage of discharging material at varying rates to compensate for
disruptions in material supply and delays in equipment operation.

Assuming that belt speed can be varied continuously across a range of 100 to 350 feet per minute,
the stower discharge will be approximately 75 m3/hr with a range of about 30 to 100 m3/hr.

7.6 Remote Control and Monitoring

As discussed in Section 7.2.2, high radiation levels will prevent personnel from working in the waste
emplacement drifts during backfilling operations. The use of remote control and monitoring systems
will be necessary to conduct backfilling operations. A system of control is suggested which provides
local-remote control augmented with supervisory control and monitoring from a surface-based
operations center. The technology is available for automating or semi-automating backfilling
equipment to allow monitoring and supplementary control being performed from a console or series
of consoles which are positioned in a surface operations center as shown in Figure 7.6-1 which has
been adapted from the ACD, 1996 (Reference 5.8). Extensive real-time video, audio, and equipment
operating performance feedback information can be supplied to the surface to provide overall
supervisory control and monitoring capabilities while equipment and processes are more directly
controlled from underground. Backfill operating personnel work in safe areas just outside the
drifts being backfilled coordinating arrival, transfer, and unloading of backfill material and monitoring
all operating equipment including remote (in-drift) transfer vehicles. Underground operating
personnel may be both mobile throughout the repository or stationary in subsurface control stations
that provide feedback and control capabilities for controlling remote backfill equipment.

The high radiation levels which will prevent human occupation can be handled by electrical
distribution and remote operating systems. The nuclear industry has routinely developed remote
systems that can operate in radiation environments many times higher than that which is expected
inside the waste emplacement drifts. Radiation effects are usually mitigated by the use of radiological
shielding of sensitive components, radiation hardened components, and periodic replacement of
affected components.

Remote control and monitoring systems will use basic technology and infrastructure which are also
used for waste emplacement, retrieval, and performance confirmation operations. The operation of
equipment units within the waste emplacement drifts will be performed by actuators which provide
swing movement on the stower boom, variable speed drives for the conveyor operation in the gantry
shuttlecars and stower, and self-propelled drives on the gantry shuttlecar and stower wheels.
Proximity sensors will provide feedback to underground operators on the location of the equipment
units to each other and the extent of the backfill (top of backfill from the bottom of the stower boom,
distance of the stower boom from the drift liner, etc.). Other sensors will provide the configuration
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of actuated elements, motor speed, motor torque (current), power, temperature readings throughout
the equipment, and environmental feedback (radiation levels, drift temperature, etc). Onboard
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7.7 Strategy for Performing Backfilling

7.7.1 Backfilling Operations

Backfilling involves several parallel and sequential activities which are detailed in Attachment #I.
These activities are performed at the surface in preparation of the backfill material, in transit as
material handling, and in the waste emplacement drifts as emplacement of the backfill. Both surface
and underground activities are discussed below.

7.7.1.1 Surface Operations

Specific surface facilities will be dedicated to material processing and handling during the backfilling
period. These facilities will likely be placed adjacent to backfill material stockpiles and within the
general vicinity of the South Portal (Assumption 4.3.1). The surface facilities will be located near the
beginning of the haulage route which is shown in Figure 4.3-1 of Assumption 4.3.1. This is an area
of moderate to flat-lying topography.

Different facilities are required for handling tuffaceous rock and sand. While tuff will likely require
some size reduction (crushing) and screening of oversize and undersize material, sand may either be
handled without processing or be treated by scalping (screening and/or washing).

Tuffaceous rock which is excavated during repository development will be reclaimed from a surface
stockpile which will likely have remained undisturbed for many years through the post-emplacement
period. Consolidation may occur which might slow loading of the material. No additional equipment
other than front-end loaders is currently planned, however. The tuff will likely consist of large size
rubble due to the breaking action of the TBM disc cutters (Reference 5.3). Size reduction by either
a gyratory or jaw crusher will likely be performed with the reduced size material being screened as
the material leaves the crusher. Two deck screen units may be used to produce an optimum sized
material. Should an excess amount of fines cling to rock pieces, water sprays can be used to wash
the deleterious material to the undersize reject pile. During the time that the surface stockpile remains
undisturbed, an increased amount of organic matter is likely to be supplied by the incursion of desert
flora and fauna unless the stockpile surface is treated or covered. Certain construction residues
(grease, oil, solvents, etc.) may also be present with the tuff as it is removed from the repository.
Washing with water may be supplemented with solvents depending upon the content of organics and
other deleterious substances. Washing will require drying which can be performed by either spreading
for solar drying or placing in a mechanical dryer. The desired material is then routed to a surge
stockpile to await loading.

A sand product may be provided for backfill to meet specific performance criteria. A normal pit-run
sand will usually have multiple mineralogic and organic constituents. A preferential grading and
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cleaning of the sand using a combination of screens and washing units may become necessary if
deleterious matter is included.

7.7.1.2 Underground Operations

7.7.1.2.1 Facility Utilization

Backfilling equipment will enter the repository through the south portal and ramp and travel to the
waste emplacement drifts through the main drift surrounding the emplacement block. The main drift
and turnout drifts are 7.62 m in diameter (Parameter 4.1.2.1). The main drift will have two sets of
parallel tracks (Parameter 4.1.2.1). At each turnout, one set of tracks lead to the entrance of the
waste emplacement drift. For double track in the main drifts, switches will be needed at regular
(possibly wide-spaced) intervals to connect the two parallel tracks. All track equipment will be
powered from the overhead trolley connectors in the main drift and turnout drifts and from side-
mounted buss-bars in the backfill drifts. One mainline track will be designated in the main drift for
unrestricted travel. The other track will be used to sidetrack equipment and provide access to the
backfill drifts. The complete complement of backfilling equipment will be sidetracked only after
backfilling one drift and moving to another drift. During backfilling, the sidetrack will be used to park
standard shuttlecars. Handling of the shuttlecars will likely utilize two crossover switches to tram
filled and empty shuttlecars about. The handling of the shuttlecars in the vicinity of the backfill drifts
represent a series of separate functions which does not impact upon the critical path of backfilling
activities.

7.7.1.2.2 Equipment Operation

Each backfill drift will utilize 12 equipment units which include one stower, two gantry shuttlecars,
one mobile belt conveyor unit, three standard shuttlecars, three flat car carriers, and two
locomotives. This complement of equipment may be considered one backfill group. Two or more
backfill groups will likely be operating in the repository simultaneously. The planning of backfilling
operations includes the activities of multiple equipment groups as well as a single backfilling,
equipment group. An operational scenario for these units is detailed in Attachment I.

The underground backfilling operational scenario discussed in this analysis has not been evaluated
as the best or most efficient means of handling and dispensing material for backfilling but is one that
has an apparent likelihood of accomplishing the task. This plan is repetitive for each backfill drift and
involves five primary steps (preparation, stowing, completion, maintenance, and moving to the next
drift) and a waiting period which is the summation of likely delays scattered throughout.

The units of the backfill equipment group are initially lined nearly end-to-end on the designated
sidetrack near the next backfill drift with a nominal separation between each unit. In the first primary
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backfill step, preparation, the equipment units are moved one-by-one intc the tumcnut. The stow -
and gantry shuttlecars are also moved into the ba.-kffl drift Two loccmctives are used to move tiU
stower from the main drift sidetrack into the turnout. As the stower carrier is the first in a lirn. o-
12 units, it must be puled far enough ahead of the other units by one locomotive to allow a secor.c
locomotive to move behind and push the stower and carrer to the dock at the entrance of the bac<znt.
drif. This oceration may be -erformned as describe d below. The carrier-mounted gartry shuttiecar-
and mobile belt conveyor unit wij be installed simi!arlv to the installation of the stower. StandarK
filied shutt!ecars will be pushed directlv over the sidetrack to the switch and into the turnout.

For the installation of the stower, gantry shuttlecars, and mobile belt conveyor unit, the backfil
equipment is positioned adjacent to the turnout from the main drift to the backfill drift as shown in
Figure 4.1-' of Parameter 4.1.2.4. A typical sequence may include the following steps:

* Two locomotives cositron at the entrance of the turnout to the backfill dri-t.
Locomotive 9Z switches into the turnout and waits. Locomotive 1l backs to the
stower carrier and couples.

* Locomotive i1 pulls the stower and carrier through the switch and past the turnout.
The switch is thrown and locomotive #2 moves to a sidetrack position.

* Locomotive #1 uncouples from the front of the stower carrier. Locomotive #'2
moves through the switch and couples with the rear of the stower carrier.
Locomotive #2 pulls the stower carrier back through the switch, the switch is thrown,
and the stower carrier is pushed to the dock.

Estimated times for the above sequence of operations are given in Attachment I.

7.7.1.2.3 Maintenance

Maintenance should be performed while all the backfilling equipment is removed from the waste
emplacement drifts. As described in Step 4 of Attachmnent I, major repair, rebuilds, and other primary
maintenance activities may be performed following every 500 hours of operation. This is a,.
estimated interval which occurs during the period when equipment is being moved between waste
emplacement drifts. Three shifts of downtime is an estimated time period to allow removal of the
affected equipment to the surface, perform maintenance, and return to the underground. While some
maintenance may require a much longer duration, 6he only effect on backfilling will be to extend the
overall time to backfill the repository. Minor maintenance involving lubrication and other assorted
activities may be performed on a sidetrack or in a turnout from the main drift.
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7.7.1.2.4 Productivity

An average stowing rate of 75 m3/hr is selected (see Section 7.5.3) which is based upon an average
performance for a 0.46 m (18") wide belt (Parameter 4.1.4). This is considered a reasonable output
for providing a well distributed backfill while performing backfill emplacement through remote
sensing and control. A variable speed drive may be provided to slow the material output for
improved spreading when required. Design throughput may often be adjusted to compensate for
equipment availability and operating efficiency. Availability will be directly related to operator
availability which for this analysis is approximately 80% or 6.5 hours per shift (Assumption 4.3. 1 1).
The equipment efficiency is difficult to determine, however, due to the integration of dissimilar

mechanical systems. The use of a variable speed drive on the stowing boom belt conveyor should
largely compensate for most equipment inefficiencies and provide a consistent production rate. The
production rate of 75 m3/hr will be maintained for the annual productive operating period of 3,250
hours (Assumption 4.3.11).

7.7.1.3 Material Handling Operations

The surface loading facility will be located adjacent to a disposal/reclamation area in the case of
tuffaceous backfill material or to a stockpile area in the case of sand backfill material. The centerline
distance for track to traverse favorable terrain is assumed to be 1242 m ( Assumption 4.3.1).
Variable travel speeds (Assumption 4.3.4) are assumed for different haulage conditions including
travel in the vicinity of loading facilities, around curves, and on straight runs. An assumed surface
haulage plan is incorporated into Tables 7.7-la through 7.7-1c where distances are given in
Assumption 4.3.1 and times are based on travel speeds in Assumption 4.3.4.

Table 7.7-1. Surface Haulage Travel Time
a. Departing Surface Material Loading Facility

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

Segment #1
* Startup I om 6.1
* Acceleration negligible
* Full Speed 2 m 1.0

Total 382 m
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Table 7.7-1 Surface Haulage Travel Time
b. Travel to South Portal Facilities

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

Segment #2
(Curve) 176 m 1.3

Segment #3
* Full Speed 232 m 0.9

Segment #4
(Curve) 47 m 0.4

Segment #5
* Full Speed 370 m 1.4
Segment #6
(Curve) 35m . 0.3

Table 7.7-1 Surface Haulage Travel Time
c. Travel through Loading Facility

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

Segment #7
* Travel through 90 m 1.3

Facilities (Slow Speed)

Underground material haulage extends from the South Portal to the backfilling sites as per distances
determined from the repository layout (Ref. 5.20). A typical material haulage train will travel the
straight run through the South Ramp and either travel along the east side or west side of the
emplacement block to a sidetrack location near the backfill drift at full speed (Assumption 4.3.4).
More than one waste emplacement drift is likely to be backfilled at any one time with multiple backfill
sites located on one side or the other or split with backfill sites on both sides of the emplacement
block. Travel times are calculated and shown below in the sequence of Tables 7.7-2a through 7.7-2c.
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Table 7.7-2. Underground Haulage Time
a South Portal to East-West Side Intersection

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

Ramnp
* Full Speed 1452 m 5.4

Table 7.7-2. Underground Haulage Time
b. East-West Side Intersection to

East Side Backfill Drift

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

East Main Drift
* Full Speed 1040 to 4440 m 3.9 to 16.5

Table 7.7-2. Underground Haulage Time
c. East-West Side Intersection to

West Side Backfill Drift

Time
Travel Mode Distance (minutes)

West Main Drift
* Full Speed 2250 m to 5700 m 8.4 to 21.2

Sidetrack locations adjacent to backfill drifts may be used either entirely or in part to facilitate the
adequate distribution of material to minimize operating delays and sustain continuous backfilling. The
key dimensions for tramming the material from a typical sidetrack location to the entrance of a
backfill drift is shown in Figure 4.1-2 (Parameter 4.1.2.4). Travel and equipment handling times are
detailed in Attachment #I.

7.7.2 Schedule

The estimate of time required to backfill each waste emplacement drift is based upon the detailed
outline of operational steps which is given in Attachment #1. The primary operating steps are
summarized in Table 7.7-3 as follows:
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Table 7.7-3. Backfilling Cycle Time

Time
Function (minutes)

1. Preparation 127

2. Stowing 6,138

3. Completion 67

4. Maintenance 239

5. Waiting 1,535

Total 8,106
(135 hrs)

Stowing of backfill material occupies only a portion of the total backfill cycle time. The portion of
actual stowing is 6;030 minutes (see Step 2.1.2 of Attachment #I) of the total stowing time of 6,108
minutes shown in Table 7.7-3 above. In calculating the annual backfilling production, the amount of
time which is actually expended in placing material within a one year period is calculated as follows:

Productive Hours per Year: 3,250 hours/year (Assumption 4.3.11)
Stowing Rate: 75 m3/hr (Section 7.5.3)

Available for Stowing
3,250 hrs/year

Time/Drift Actual
x Actual Backfilling /Total = Stowing Time

6,030 min/8,106 min 2,418 hrs/yr

FiLkate
75 m3/r

x HEl
2,418 hrs

= Annual Production
181,350 n3

The time required to backfill is a combination of the number of backfilling sites or stowers in parallel
operation and the annual output of each stower. The time required to backfill is shown below in
Table 7.7-4. The calculated durations have been adjusted for production rate increase during an
initial year and decrease to accommodate unspecified activities associated with completion. The one
year duration which has been added to each end of calculated backfill period is assumed and will be
verified in subsequent analysis.

Total required backfill:
Annual Backfill Production per Stower:

2,145,000 m3 (see Section 7.1.4)
181,350 m3
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Table 7.7-4. Time Required to Backfill
.- _ _

#ofStowing Units 1 2 3 4

Years 1 2 6 4 3

Yearst 14 8 6 5

Calculation based upon total required backfill Annual
Stowing Rate per Unit
1Add one year for buildup and one year for demobilization

7.7.3 Personnel Utilization

A labor force of surface and underground personnel will be dedicated to backfilling operations. A
breakdown of personnel by task has been made for material handling, stowing, and support functions
for a backfill of tuffaceous rock and a backfill of sand. A small variation in the total personnel per
shift exists as shown in Table 7.7-5 (Reference 5.10) is due to some differences in handling of the
alternative materials. The personnel listing is determined for two parallel backfilling operations. All
personnel involved in surface and underground tasks are included in the preliminary personnel
breakdown which is shown to the right. Of about 37 to 44 personnel, only 9 operators and support
personnel will work at any time near the entrance of each waste emplacement drift during backfilling
including the operator foreman (1), miner supervisor (1), miners (2), stower operator (2), locomotive
operator (1), brakeman (1), mechanic (1), and electrician (1). Of these, only the stower operator will
fully work at the entrance of the drift with others appearing only intermittently throughout the typical
shift. The stower operator is currently expected to be fully shielded inside an operator's module.

Personnel working near the entrance of an open waste emplacement drift may be exposed to
incidental radiation as described in Section 7.2.2. Supplementary shielding and controlled exposure
time may be employed to reduce personnel exposure. The backfilling operations near the entrance
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of a waste emplacement drift include
several activities as described below.

Stower Operation. A single operator will
control the stowing and material handling
equipment in the waste emplacement drift
from a remote module.

Stower and Shuttle Car/Shuttle Gantry
Installatio, The equipment will be moved
to the entrance of the waste emplacement
drift by a manned and shielded locomotive.
The locomotive operator and brakeman
may be subjected to radiation exposure
during approach to the landing dock,
during positioning of flatcars bearing the
equipment, during waiting for electrical
and mechanical connections to be
accomplished, and during unloading of the
equipment. Measures for mitigating
radiation exposure will be taken although
details are beyond the scope of this
analysis.

Electrical and Mechanical Connections.

Table 7.7-5. Backfill Labor Personnel
(Personnel per Shift)

Task Tuff Backfill Sand BackfldI

Operator Foreman I I

Laborer Foreman I I

Screen Plant Operator I 0

Crusher Operator 1 0

Conveyor Operator 4 3

Loader Operator 3 2

Stower Operator 2 2

Locomotive Operator 4 4

Brakeman 4 4

Miner Supervisor I

Miner/Laborer 2 2

Bull Gang 4 4

Common Laborer 4 4

Mechanic 2 2

Electrician I

Carpenter 1

Crane Operator 1 I

Compressor Operator I

Truck Driver 6 3

Total 44 37

The stower and shuttle gantry units are
electrically powered and self-propelled. A
quick connect/disconnect electrical
hookup is needed to move the equipment
from their respective flatcars onto the
landing dock where'the electrical buss bar
can be engaged. An electrician may be
subjected to radiation exposure for periods
averaging II minutes for each electrical
hookup. Measures for mitigating radiation
exposure will be taken although details are
beyond the scope of this analysis. With the inst
gantry shuttlecars, and one mobile belt conveyor),
drift is 44 minutes or 88 minutes per drift for elect
of a 3,250 hours per year work schedule fc
approximately 25 drifts per year for CID pedesU

allation of four equipment units (one stower, two
the total time to perform electrical connection per
rical connection and disconnection. On the basis
)r two shifts per day (Assumption 4.3.11) and
al-mounted waste packages (135 hours/drift as per
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Table 7.7-3), about 18 hours per year will be spent to perform electrical work at the drift entrance
on the basis of the following:

Time to Connect/Disconnect x # of Difts/var = Annual Hours Exposure
88 min/drift x hr/60 min 25 37

Similarly, personnel may need to perform minor tasks for a short duration including positioning and
blocking the elevating belt feeder unit at the entrance of the waste emplacement drift.

Eqwuipment RLpair. All equipment requiring repair will be withdrawn from a waste emplacement drift
and taken to an appropriate location in the main drift for minor repairs or to the surface for major
repairs. Personnel will be used at the entrance of the drift as described above for equipment
installation.

7.8 Off-Normal Conditions

Backfilling operations which have been described in Section 7.7 and detailed in Attachment #1 are
performed under normal conditions. While minor disruptions in operation may lengthen the time to
backfill the repository, the overall impact on backfilling is insignificant. Such minor disruptions might
include any event affecting the surface, main drift, or turnouts. Such events which affect the waste
emplacement drifts will be monitored and corrective actions will be taken as specified by normal and
off-nornal retrieval operations. Off-normal conditions which could potentially disrupt backfilling
operations are all centered around the backfill stower.

For normal backfilling operations to proceed, the stower should be able to freely travel to and from
the end of the waste emplacement drift unimpeded. Serious events which may require extensive
recovery operations include but are not limited to the following:

* Collapse of the drift liner at some point between the stower and entrance of the drift.
* Derailing of the stower or gantry shuttlecar.
* Spillage of backfill material on the track between the stower and entrance of the drift.
* Sloughing of the backfill pile which exposes the waste package but covers the track

so that the stower cannot approach the waste package.
* Failure of the stower or gantry shuttlecar controls either through electrical

malfunction or fire.

Any other impacts to the stower or gantry shuttlecars which do not affect the free passage of the
equipment to the entrance of the waste emplacement drift will only delay backfilling. For such events,
equipment may be withdrawn and repaired.
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Courses of action which may be employed to recover from serious off-normal conditions will be
developed for the following:

Drift Liner Collapse. May be either widespread in multiple drifts or only occur at specific
points in single drifts. Removal of the waste packages by normal retrieval operations to the
collapsed area and off-normal retrieval methods through the collapsed area will be performed.
Following removal of the waste packages and clearing of the debris, the stower either moves
without impediment to the entrance of the drift and is removed or the stower is pulled from
the drift. The probability of an emplacement drift collapsing has not been determined.

Equipment Derailment. Backfill equipment is removed through either normal or off-normal
retrieval procedures. Rerailers are installed and the equipment is pulled back onto the track.
If rerailing cannot be successfully performed, the equipment will discharge any backfill
material before being pulled to the entrance of the drift. Discharged material on the tracks
will require debris clearing and collection which are a part of off-normal waste package
retrieval.

Mateial Spilage. Material spillage may occur in the waste emplacement drift at a point other
than desired either through discharge during haulage by a traveling gantry shuttlecar due to
faulty controls or at the rear end of the stower (also, at the rear end of a gantry shuttlecar
attached to the stower) due to failure of the latching mechanisms. Accumulations of material
other than those that will prevent passage of backfilling equipment will be ignored. If the
backfill equipment cannot pass, then the waste packages between the equipment and the
entrance of the drift are removed and the material is cleared.

Material Sloughing. Backfill material which sloughs to a lower angle of repose than is
designed due to some unexpected event (seismic motion, water inflow, etc.) will likely cover
the lower front portion of the stower. The stower remains in position and additional material
is discharged until the waste package is covered. It may be possible for the combined tractive
power of the drive units on the stower, the gantry shuttlecar attached to the stower, and the
traveling gantry shuttlecar to dislodge the stower and retreat sufficiently to continue
backfilling operations. Such an effort may be time-consuming but does not stop the
backfilling process. This operation will require a very robust latching mechanism. If the
combined units cannot dislodge the stower, then the intervening waste packages must be
retrieved and the debris removed.

Control Failure. Control malfunctions could cause the gantry stowers or stower to become
inoperative. The equipment may either be pushed or pulled to the entrance of the drift.
Unless the self-propelled drive unit on the gantry shuttlecar or stower can be disengaged,
severe damage to the affected drive unit may result which could effectively stop backfilling
at this location until either other equipment is installed or the damaged unit is repaired.
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The corrective actions which have been discussed above are only suggestions. Some of the actions
will involve procedures which are common to waste package retrieval and are discussed in depth
elsewhere. To pull equipment from the waste emplacement drift with units other than those which
normally operate in that drift will require specialized equipment not presented in this analysis. Such
equipment may either be a single gantry "fishing" device which will grapple onto the framework of
the affected equipment or a crawler "fishing" device which is employed in conjunction with waste
package retrieval operations. Neither option is considered difficult to develop. These options will
be considered further in subsequent analysis and will not be further addressed in this analysis. During
all off-normal conditions, waste packages will remain in place unless otherwise required.

8. Conclusions

This analysis has examined the viability of backfilling emplacement drifts. Equipment items which
are to perform key backfilling functions (if backfilling is required) have been identified and integrated
into a workable system to cover waste packages. The inclusion of various proven off-the-shelf
components into relatively standard equipment configurations provides some assurance that these
equipment items will perform within reasonable expected limits. The viability of backfilling is
supported by the use of standard operating equipment, equipment utilizing standard operating
components, and upon the material and how efficiently the material may be placed.

8.1 Recovery and Treatment of Backfill Material.

A generic, medium density backfill material which is dry and loose has been used throughout this
analysis as representative of any type of material having a wide range of favorable characteristics.
Both TSw2 tuff and commercial sand are included within this range and throughout most of the
backfill material handling operations as materials which should behave similarly. Initially, however,
either material may require alternative processing facilities to treat variabilities in form and size
distribution and to remove impurities.

Processing of tuff which has been excavated by TBM disc cutters may require crushing, screening,
and cleaning (washing) to reduce the material to a favorable size and remove unwanted undersized
particles. Tuff from repository excavation that has been stored on the surface for many years may
include substances which are deleterious to waste package performance and waste isolation. These
substances may include organic (animal and plant) matter and residues from construction.
Deleterious substances may largely be removed through such methods as washing with water and
stripping with solvents. Washed material will be dried by solar or mechanical means.

Processing of sand will likely not require crushing or solvent extraction but may require cleaning to
remove organic material unless a specified sand can be delivered to the surface loading facility which
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is devoid of deleterious material. At the loading facility, the sand will be stockpiled and loaded for
transport to the underground.

8.2 Transporting Backfill Material Underground.

The transportation of backfill material from the surface to the stower has been evaluated in this
analysis for belt haulage and railcars. A plan has been described which considers the haulage
distances involved, the high volume of material required, and the special considerations of moving
the material into the emplacement drift environment. The primary design feature is flexibility. While
the amount of material to be transported overall is high, the rate of feed to each backfilling site as
discussed within this analysis is relatively low which has encouraged the use of batch conveyance as
may be provided by railcars. The use of shuttlecar type units is favorable from an efficiency
standpoint when considering that any combination of 286 emplacement drift backfill sites that are
distributed across a large area may be backfilled.

8.3 Stowing of Backfill Material

Complete coverage of the waste packages is currently the only performance guideline. Four stowing
methods have been evaluated of which three stowing methods including hand placement, pneumatic,
and slinging are discarded. Hand emplacement is inherently adverse to personnel safety while
pneumatic and slinger stowing cannot guarantee complete coverage of the waste packages. Dumping
provides the most favorable method of stowing on the basis of assured waste package coverage,
variable stowing and material feed rate, operational reliability, and mobility as described below.

* A guaranteed depth of material over the waste packages can be maintained by
sweeping the drift opening at a speed sufficient so that a minimum material level can
be maintained over the waste packages.

* A variable stowing rate allows for a sufficient supply of material which is necessary
to keep the stower operating without delay. In the longest waste emplacement
backfill drifts, the stower throughput may be slowed to allow the gantry shuttlecar
sufficient time to be loaded, traverse the distance to the stowing position, unload and
return for additional material while continuously stowing. As the travel distance
shortens from the entrance to the stower position, the stowing rate may be increased
so that over any drift or group of drifts a constant throughput of about 75 m3/hour
may be maintained. At this throughput, two stowing groups (complete with material
handling equipment) can backfill the repository in approximately 8 years.
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* The slow side-to-side overhead discharge of the stower has a potential for covering
the waste packages even if monitoring should temporarily fail.

* Dumping is performed with highly mobile equipment which can be temporarily
withdrawn should heat buildup threaten component operation or emergency
maintenance is required.

Dump stowing as with any of the other backfilling methods can only provide a single layer backfill
which encompasses the waste packages and has a relatively low level of compaction. Multiple layer
backfill is not a viable option when considering horizontal emplacement of waste packages in 5.5 m
diameter drifts. Dump stowing is also the only method with which the waste packages can be
backfilled under current design conditions. Should any of three or more parameters change (diameter
of the waste emplacement drifts, maximum diameter of the waste packages, and vertical/horizontal
position of the waste packages' cross-sections in the drift), then dump stowing may not be practical.

8.4 Remote Control and Monitoring

The dump stowing method of backfilling is a relatively simple operation and indirectly provides
personnel safety by potentially removing the operator from the equipment through the use of remote
control. Where a potential may occur for operator exposure to radiation, special measures must be
taken to provide adequate protection. Details of these measures will be addressed in other analyses.
Only a limited number of movements are required for controlling and monitoring. Remote control
and monitoring of backfill operation will use basic technology and infrastructure which are also being
developed for waste emplacement, retrieval, and performance confirmation operations. The operation
of the backfill equipment within the waste emplacement drifts will utilize some degree of remote
operations for communication, power, and movement of equipment. An operator at a remote
location will be capable of controlling the movement of the stower and gantry shuttlecars into the
waste emplacement backfill drift, transfer backfill material between units, and dump the material
without leaving a protected control area. The remote control system will be able to communicate
these motions to the surface in real time..

8.5 Viability of Backfilling

Backfilling is a discrete operation completely separated from construction, waste emplacement, and
retrieval operations. In practical terms, backfilling is an end-use operation which when performed,
will effectively isolate the covered waste packages from retrieval and further use. Backfilling if used
will be performed at the end of the retrieveability period and included as a closure activity.
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The preliminary design in this analysis is a viable means of backfilling the repository but does not
preclude the use of other equipment systems or other methodologies either wholly or in part.
Backfilling, being a post-emplacement operation, is freed from many of the constraints of
construction, waste emplacement, and potential retrieval. Backfilling design also has the advantage
of utilizing future technological advances without significantly affecting current design and operating
practices.

As identified in Section 2.0, the use of any data from this analysis cannot be used as input into
documents supporting procurement, fabrication, or construction, unless it is controlled as TBV in
accordance with NLP-3-15.

9. ATTACHMENTS

Attachment L
Attachment L.
Attachment M.

Detailed Outline of Backfill Operations
Waste Emplacement Drift Numbering and Length
Supplementary Literature
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ATTACHMENT I

Detailed Outline of Backfill Operations
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1. Preparation [127 min]
All activities attendant to installing stowing and material supply equipment in backfill drift,
setup material supply distribution, and provide initial material to begin backfilling.

1.1 Install Stower in Backfill Drift [28 minI
1.1.1 Move Stower from Sidetrack to Dock [6 min]

Sidetrack location is a minimum of 17 m from parked position to beginning of
curve for a 20 m radius curve (Parameter 4.1.2.5). The distance from start of
curve across opening on straight track is about 18 m. Additional travel distance
beyond turnout opening is 15 meters. Thus, a forward backfill carrier will travel
a minimum of 50 m through a switch as shown in Figure 4.1-2. The distance from
the start of curve to the dock is 45.7 m. Two locomotives are needed to transfer
the carrier from the original position in the Main Drift to the dock at the entrance
of the backfill drift. Locomotive #1 is positioned on the sidetrack in front of the
carrier. Locomotive #2 is parked in the turnout to the backfill drift. (For all
dimensions, speeds, and times in this section and included subsections see
Parameters 4.1.2.5 and 4.1.8 and Assumption 4.3.4)
1.1.1.1 Couple Locomotive to Stower Carrier [ 0.8 min]

Locomotive #1 approaches forward end of a carrier at creep speed, slows,
engages automatic coupler, and stops. Locomotive will slowly reverse
direction to insure coupling has occurred.
a) 4.5 m approach distance @18 m/min = 0.3 min
b) Coupling: 0.5 min

1.1.1.2 Move Stower Carrier to Switch [4.3 min]
Locomotive #1 pulls carrier through switch at creep speed and parks.
Locomotive #2 backs from turnout and approaches rear end of carrier at
creep speed, slows, engages automatic coupler, and stops. Locomotive #1
disengages from carrier, pulls forward, and stops.
a) Loco #1: 50 m forward slow speed @ 72 m/min = 0.7 min
b) Loco #1 uncouples with carrier: 0.5 min
c) Switch is thrown: 0.5 min
d) Loco #2: 35 m reverse speed through switch to main track @

72 m/min = 0.5 min
e) Loco #2: 35 m forward speed through switch @ 72 m/min = 0.5 min

5 m forward speed @ 18 m/min = 0.3.min
f) Loco #2 couples with rear of carrier: 0.5 min
g) Loco #2: 5 m reverse speed @ 18 m/min = 0.3 min
h) Loco #2: 35 m forward speed through switch @72 m/min =

0.5 min
1.1.1.3 Switch Stower Carrier from Sidetrack and Travel to Dock

[0.7 min]
Loco #2: 45.7 m @ 72 m/min = 0.7 min
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1.1.2 Move Stower into Backfill Drift [II min]
(For duration of activities in this section and included subsections see
Parameter 4.1.8)

1.1.2.1 Connect Electrical Power to Stower [1.0 min]
Electrical connection is made with heavy duty plug, 3-prong connector, and
covered receptacle mounted on stower.

1.1.2.2 Move Stower onto Dock [10.0 mins]
Stower powered through electrical cable creeps from carrier onto dock until
side-mounted electrical connectors engages trolley buss-bar. Plug is removed
from receptacle and electrical cable is retracted to outside of the backfill drift.

1.1.3 Remove Support Equipment [11 min]
(For distances, speeds, and times see Parameters 4.1.2.4 and 4.1.8 and
Assumption 4.3.4)

1.1.3.1 Return Empty Stower Carrier to Sidetrack [2.0 min]
Locomotive #2 pulls stower carrier through turnout and switch and stops.
Switch is thrown to straightaway. Stower carrier is pushed through switch to
a position beyond the backfill drift which allows placement of all carriers.
Time required is approximately equal to sum of steps 1.1. 1.2a, 1.1 .1 2c, and
1.1.13.

1.1.3.2 Uncouple Locomotive [9.2 min]
Locomotive #2 is uncoupled from stower carrier (0.5 min), reverses through
switch (5.1 min; sum of steps 1.1.1.2 and 1.1. 1.3), and returns to turnout after
switch is thrown again (3.6 min; sum of steps 1.1.1 .2b-f) .

1.1.3.3 Move Locomotive to Shuttlecar Carrier [Parallel Activity; 0 mins]
Locomotive #1 moves through switch while Locomotive #2 is occupied with
the stower carrier at the backfill drift entrance and couples with the gantry
shuttlecar #1 carrier.

1.2 Install Gantry Shuttlecars in Backfill Drift [56 mini
Repeat of stower installation.
1.2.1 Move Gantry Shuttlecar #1 from Sidetrack to Dock [6 min]

1.2.1.1 Couple Locomotive to Shuttlecar Carrier #1
1.2.1.2 Move Gantry Shuttlecar Carrier #1 to Switch
1.2.1.3 Switch Gantry Shuttlecar #1 Carrier
1.2.1.4 Travel to Entrance of Backfill Drift

1.2.2 Move Shuttlecar #1 into Backfill Drift [11 min]
1.2.2.1 Couple Gantry Shuttlecar #1 to Stower
1.2.2.2 Move Gantry Shuttlecar #1 onto Dock

1.2.3 Remove Support Equipment [11 rmin]
1.2.3.1 Return Empty Gantry Shuttlecar Carrier to Sidetrack
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1.2.3.2 Uncouple Locomotive
1.2.3.3 Move Locomotive to Next Shuttlecar Carrier

1.2.4 - 1.2.6 Install Shuttlecar #2 (28 min]
Sum of steps 1.2.1, 1.2.2, and 1.2.3.

1.3 Fill Gantry Shuttlecars [43 min]
1.3.1 Install Mobile Belt Feeder Unit [27 min]

Repeat of stower installation (28 min) plus time (10 min) to block wheels and less
time (I1 min) to unload from a carrier (unit does not move into backfill drift).
1.3.1.1 Couple Locomotive to Belt Feeder Unit
1.3.1.2 Move to Switch
1.3.1.2 Switch Mobile Belt Conveyor Unit from Sidetrack to Turnout Track
1.3.1.3 Travel to Entrance of Backfill Drift
1.3.1.4 Block Wheels

(Assumption 4.3.9)
1.3.1.5 Make Electrical Connection

1.3.2 Transfer Standard Filled Shuttlecars to Backfill Drift (16.1 min]
Shuttlecars are previously coupled. Locomotive #1 and #2 handling is identical
for installation of stower. Shuttlecars are located 102 m from the switch at the
turnout to the backfill drift.
1.3.2.1 Couple Standard Filled Shuttlecars [0.5 min]

(Assumption 4.3.9)
1.3.2.2 Move to Switch (1.5 min]

102m @ 72 m/min = 1.5 min
(Parameter 4.1.2.4; Assumption 4.3.4)

1.3.2.3 Switch Standard Filled Shuttlecars and travel to dock [O.5min]
1.3.2.4 Discharge Material to Mobile Belt Conveyor Unit [4.0 min]

2 min/shuttlecar x 2 shuttlecars = 4.0 min
(Parameter 4.1.3)

1.3.2.5 Move Stower and Filled Gantry Shuttlecars to End of Drift
[4.6 min]
Travel an average of 535 m as per Section 7.1.4. Assume a 5 m
startup and slowdown interval on each end of travel.
Startup & slowdown:

Creep 10 m ( 18 m/min = 0.6 min
Slow speed 525 m ( 132 m/min = 4.0 min

1.3.2.6 Position Stower for Backfidling (5.0 min]
(Parameter 4.1.8)

1.3.3 Return Empty Standard Shuttlecars to Sidetrack (Parallel Activity; 0 min]
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2. Stowing [6,138 minI
Material haulage and stower discharge are parallel operations. The time required to emplace
the backfill material prevails as the time for material haulage either equals or is less than
stower discharge time.

2.1 Initial and Intermediate Backfilling [6,030 minI
2.1.1 Material Haulage (parallel function with stowing; 0 minI

Backfill material is transferred into Gantry Shuttlecar #3 at the entrance of the
backfill drift, trammed to the shuttlecars attached to the stower, and returned to
be refilled. The average travel distance at the onset of backfilling will be 535 m
(see Section 7.1.4). During backfilling this distance is steadily reduced as the
stower retreats to the entrance of the drift. Backfill volume will likely be about
7,213 m3 (see Section 7.1.4).

2.1.1.1 Fill Gantry Shuttlecar #2 at Backfill Drift Entrance (5.0 min]
The shuttlecar will be filled from the rear. As the material reaches heaped
capacity, the pile will be slowly advanced to the front by the bottom conveyor
until the entire car is filled. Manufacturer operating information indicates that
an equivalent standard shuttlecar will discharge its payload in 2 minutes.
Presumably, the shuttlecar can be loaded within the same time period.
However, to avoid excessive spillage of material, the rate of discharge and
filling will be slowed by more than one-half

2.1.1.2 Move Gantry Shuttlecar #2 to Shuttlecar #1 [8.2 min]
Typical Maximum Haulage Cycle:

Time required to travel round trip from the entrance of the drift to the
last waste package is 8.2 min (as per step 1.3.2.5).

Typical Minimum Haulage Cycle:
Time required to fill stower when backed to entrance of drift is
reduced to conveying speed of shuttlecar (Assumption 4.3.7): 5 min

2.1.1.3 Unload Shuttlecar #2 into Shuttlecar #1 [5.0 min]
See 2. .1. 1 above.

2.1.1.4 Unload Shuttlecar #1 into Stower [2.0 mmn]
2.1.1.5 Return Shuttlecar #2 to Backfill Drift Entrance [8.2 min]

Reverse of 2.1.1.2.

2.1.2 Stower Discharge [6030 minu
Stower boom swings from one side of the drift opening to the other while the belt
conveyor operates. The swing is interlocked with a specified amount of material
which is discharged from the end of the belt. After the stower boom has
completed a sweep of the drift opening, the stower backs and begins to sweep the
drift opening in the opposite direction.
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2.1.2.1 Discharge Material from Stower [6,000 min]
Total Volume/Drift - Discharge Rate = placement Time

7,500 m3 75 m3/hr 6,000 min

2.1.2.2 Repositioning Stower [30 min]
Stower retreats toward the entrance of the backfill drift only the distance
between the peaks of the elongated piles created with each sweep of the
stower boom. To maintain a peak to valley dimension of 0.3 m, the stower
will retreat in 0.89 m long moves. Stower will move at creep speed of I
km/hr (Assumption 4.3.4). The stower will backfill an average of 515 m of
drift as per Section 7.1.4.

Average Backfill
Lengt/Drft - Length/Move = # of Moves

535 m 0.89 m 601

Travel Lernz Travel Speed = Time to Reposition
535m 18m/mmin 30min

2.1.2.3 Waiting for Material [0 min]
Speed of Gantry Shuttlecar #2 may be increased to match material discharge
from stower. Shuttlecar #1 is provided to allow the tramming shuttlecar,
Shuttlecar #2, to unload in the shortest possible time without waiting for
previous material to be discharged.

2.2 Completion Backfilling [108 minI
2.2.1 Surplus Equipment Removal [94 min]

2.2.1.1 Move Mobile Belt Conveyor Unit to Sidetrack [27.0 min]
Reverse of Step 1.3.1.

2.2.1.2 Move Gantry Shuttlecar Carrier #2 to Dock [6.0 min]
Reverse of 1.2.1.

2.2.1.3 Load Gantry Shuttlecar #2 onto Carrier #2 [11.0 min]
Reverse of 1.2.2.

2.2.1.4 Move Gantry Carrier #2 to Sidetrack [6.0 min]
Reverse of 1.2.1.

2.2.1.5 Move Gantry Carrier #1 to Dock [6.0 min]
Similar to Step 2.2.1.2.

2.2.1.6 Load Shuttlecar #1 onto Carrier #1 [11.0 min)
Equivalent to the reverse of 1.2.2.

2.2.1.7 Move Mobile Belt Conveyor to Dock Area [27.0 minj
Reverse of Step 2.2.1.1 and similar to Step 1.3.1.
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2.2.2 Resumption of Stowing [14.0 min]
2.2.2.1 Fill Shuttlecar #1 (5.0 min]
2.2.2.2 Move Shuttlecar #1 to Stower [2.0 min]
2.2.2.3 Unload Shuttlecar #1 into Stower (5.0 min]
2.2.2.4 Return Shuttlecar #1 for Refill/Removal [2.0 min]

3. Completion [67 min]

3.1 Dismantling and Removal of Equipment [67 min]
3.1.1 Removal of Equipment [67 min]

3.1.1.1 Return Gantry Shuttlecar #1 to Carrier #1 [11.0 min]
(Reverse of Step 1.2.2)

3.1.1.2 Move Mobile Belt Conveyor to Sidetrack (27.0 min]
Similar to Step 2.2.1.1.

3.1.1.3 Move Shuttlecar #1 to Sidetrack [6.0 min]
Similar to Steps 2.2.1.4 and 2.2.1.6.

3.1.1.4 Move Stower Carrier to Dock [6.0 min]
Similar to Step 1.1.1.

3.1.1.5 Load Stower onto Carrier [11.0 min]
Assumption 4.3.9

3.1.1.6 Move Stower to Sidetrack [6.0 min]
Reverse of Step 3.1.1.4.

3.1.2 Dismantling of Support Facilities at Entrance of Backfidl Drift [0 min]
Parallel activity with Maintenance and move to next drift.

3.2 Open

4. Maintenance [239 mini

4.1 Inspection and Repair of Equipment [239 minI
Assume maintenance occurs every 500 hours of stowing operation requiring three
shifts (6.5 hr/shift).

6-138 min x 3 x 6.5 x 60 = 239 min
60 min/hr x 500 hrs

4.2 Open

5. WVaiting [1,535 m]in
Assume 25% of total minimum stowing time (6,138 min) per drift.

6. Move to Next Backfill Drift [0 min]
Included in Preparation time frame of next backfill drift.
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ATTACHMENT U

Waste Emplacement Drift Numbering and Length
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Waste Emplacement Drift Numbering and Length

Drift numbering and length of drifts are determined as per Sketch M-SK-001 (Batch No. MOY-
970116-03) and detailed in the following pages. The actual number and total length of drifts which
will be used for waste emplacement are determined as follows:

* 172 drifts are available for excavation as shown on Sketch M-SK-001 but only 148
drifts will be excavated unless otherwise noted. 24 drifts on the south end of the
block will not be excavated. 5 drifts as indicated on page AII-3 will remain empty.
Only 143 drifts will be emplaced with waste.

* Total Length of Waste Emplacement Drifts:
171,334 m (see page AII-6)
- 18.204 m (length of last 24 drifts on south end left unexcavated)
153,130 m

Distance to 35 m Thermal
Turnout Excavation Standoff form Extension

Drift Numbers Distance (m) (m)

East Drifts 1 - 153 30.7 9.5

East Drifts 154 - 172 37.2 1.8

West Drifts 1 - 36 30.7 9.5

West Drifts 37 - 53 37.1 1.9

West Drifts 54 - 113 31.5 8.2

West Drifts 114 - 172 26.5 18.7
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Radiological Standoff from Door to Center of Waste Package | 13 m
(10 mn + approx. half length of WP using CDA maximum length)

If Distance to 35 m Thermal Standoff is less than Radiological Standoff,
Use Radiological Standoff.

Fault Standoff

East Drift No. 141 - 172 (Type 1) 30 m

West Drift No. 92 - 107 (Type 1) 30 m

The emplacement distance needed for the current thermal loading is 152,625
drifts that are left empty as follows:

m which includes 5

Number of Drift Left Open Purpose of Drift

20 Emplacement Standby

40 Ventilation & Monitoring

60 Emplacement Standby

80 Ventilation & Monitoring

120 Ventilation & Monitoring

The emplacement distance will require 148 drifts which increases the total excavated drift length
to 153,130 m. Individual drift lengths are shown in the table which extends through the following
pages. Some rounding to the nearest meter length occurs due to the summation of decimal place
values. This rounding has no significant impact on the overall backfill calculation.
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111-~ IUPPER BLOCK - EMPLACEMENT (Expanded Layout 300 maet-NOuM)

!East Secion I I West Section
II

Emplacement Usable I I
Adjustment Emplacement j

F4tE I X inn f Is.-th mu I .naf% tl11 II a -tl 1tm

I I
I I

Emplacement Usable II
Adjustment Emplacement I I
I-n t I { "nnth /ml II

Total Usable Emplacameni
Total Emplacement Cumulativq

th fIn) Lanct1mi) Laencth (mlLane
) o~ml m W-7VWD t11w}WI17will 111} iD } lff W1 _i665U 971/ ny533 44 48911 1 533 14 481 1066 979 9791

2 533 -44 489 11 2 533 .44 489 11 1C66 979 1957k
3 533 -44 489 11 3 533 .4 489 11 1066 979 2936
1 4 533 -44 489 1 4 533 -44 489 i1 1066 979 3914i
s 533 -44 489 11 5 533 .44 489 11 1066 979 4893!
6 533 -44 489 1 a 6 533 -44 489 1 1066 979 54720
7 533 -14 489f1 7 533 .44 48911 1066 979 6850
8 533 -44 489 1 8 533 -44 489 11 1066 979 7829

I 9 533 -44 489 11 9 533 -44 489 11 1066 979 8807,
10 533 -44 489 1 10 533 .4 489 11 1066 979 97861
1 1 533 -44 489 11 11 533 -44 489 11 1066 979 10765
1 2 533 -44 489 11 12 533 -44 489 1 1C66 979 117431

533 -44 489 1 13 533 44 489 11 1066 979 12722
14 533 -44 489 1 4 533 -44 489 11 1066 979 13700:
1 5 533 -44 489 11 15 533 -44 489 11 1066 979 14679;
I16 533 -44 489I1 16 533 *44 489 1066 979 1585a
17 1 s533 -44 489 11 17 532 -44 488 1 1065 978 1663
1 18 533 -44 489 I 18 532 -44 488 11 1065 978 17613
19 533 -44 489 i 19 532 -.4 488 11 1065 978 18590s
20 533 -533 o 20 532 .532 0 o 1 1065 0 18590i
21 534 -44 490 11 21 532 44 488 11 1066 979 19569
22 534 -44 490 11 22 532 -44 488 1 1C66 979 20548
23 534 -44 490 11 23 532 -4.4 488 11 1066 979 21526
24 534 -44 490 11 24 532 44 488 11 1068 979 22sos
25 534 -14 490 j[ 25 532 -14 488 jj 1C6C 979 23483!
26 534 -14 490 26 531 -44 48711 1065 978 244611
27 534 -44 490 11 27 531 -44 487 11 1065 978 25439.
2 8 535 -44 491 11 28 531 44 487 11 1066 979 26417:
29 535 -44 49111 29 531 -44 48711 1066 979 27396'
30 535 44 491 1 30 531 .44 487 1 1066 979 28374
* 31 535 -44 491 Ij 31 S31 -44 487 1 1066 979 29353.

3 35 -44 491 I 32 531 -44 487 11 1066 979 303321
33 535 -44 491 II 33 531 -44 487 I 1066 979 31310
34 535 -44 491 11 34 531 -44 487 1 1066 979 32289'
35 535 44 491 11 35 532 -44 488 1 1 1067 980 33268 1
36 536 -14 492 36 535 -44 49111 1071 984 34252'
! 37 539 -44 495 11 37 537 -50 487 II 1076 982 35234:
38 543 -44 499 38 539 -50 489 1082 988 36222
39 546 -44 502 11 39 543 -50 493 11 1089 995 37218'
40 550 -550 0 J 40 548 -548 0 1 1098 0 372181
4 1 553 -44 509 il 41 552 -50 502 i 1105 1011 38229i

557 -44 513 11 42 556 -50 506 11 1113 1019
43 561 -44 517 1 43 560 -50 510 II 1121 1027 4027s1
44 564 -44 520 1 44 564 -50 514 11 112S 1034 41309t
45 s6a -44 524 l 45 568 -50 518 L 1136 1042 423521
46 571 544 527 I 46 573 -50 523 11 1144 1050 434021
j 47 s75 -44 531 11 47 577 -so 527 11 1152 1058 445461
48 579 -44 535 II 48 S58 .50 531 11 1160 1066 45s26!
49 582 -44 538 11 49 585. -50 535 11 1167 1073 4-6599
so 585 S44 541 jj 50 589 -50 539 fi 1174 1080 47680;
5 s1 s8s -- 5$5 II 51 594 .50 544 11 1183 1089 487691
52 593 -44 549 11 52 597 -50 547 11 1190 1096 49885
53 596 -44 552 5 53 600 -50 550 11 1196 1102 50967.
54 599 -44 555 11 54 60o -50 550 1 1199 1105 52072:
5s 600 -44 556 !! 55 602 -45 158 jj 1202 1114 53186

__ _ __ _ __-___ a 11 54301i56
57
58
59
an

601
601
602
603

nAA

-44

a44

557
557
558
559

,I

56
57
58
59
All

603
603
603
604

.45
-45
-45

-605
---gv- And - l -c-44 ~ O 1 51

559 1204 1116 554171
559 1f 1205 1117 56S34'
560 fl 1207 1119 576521

0 1i 1209 0 576521
561 II 1210 1122 587741
562 II 1211 1123 59897
563 II 1213 1125 61022
564 II 1215 1127 62149i
565 II `1217 1129 63277!

51
62
63
64

605
606
607

-44

-44

561
561
562
563

61
62
63
64

Qua
606
607
608

-45
-45
-45
-AC

-C -n -o -- -5 I -aQN; UV. -u II --- -
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UPPER BLOCK - EMPLACEMENT (Expanded Layout 300 meter3.Non~h)

iEast Section iiWest Section i

Emplacement Usable IIEmplacement Usable IITotal usable Emplacemeni
Adjustment Emplacement IIAdjustment Emplacement II Total Emplacement Cumulative

LOrft # Length (ml Length (m) Length (in) I Drift # Length (m) Length (i) Length Cm) ~J Length (m) Length (m) Length (m
II 66 609 ~~~ ~~-4s 565 II 1217 1129 84406

67 609 -44 565 II 67 610 -.45 566 II 1219 1131 65537
68 6C9 -44 565 fl 68 611 -45 567 Ii 1220 1132 66669
69 6C9 -44 565 II 69 611 -45 567 II 1220 1132 67501
70 610 -44 566 IJ 70 612 .45 568ea 1222 1 134 689341
7 71 611 -44 567 II 71 613 -45 569 II 1224 1136 760070
72 611 -14 567 fl 72 613 -45 569 II 1224 1136 71206
73 611 -44 567 ii 73 614 -45 570 II 1225 1137 72343

* 74 612 -14 568 II 74 615 -45 571 II 1227 1139 73482
75 612 -44 568 jj 75 615 45 571 jj 1227 1139 74620

76 613 569 76 616 -45 572 ~~~~~~~~~1229 1141 7F5761
77 614 -44 570 II 77 616 -45 572 II 1230 1142 76903
78 615 -44 571 II 78 617 -45 573 fl 1232 1144 78047

79 615 -44 571 II 79 618 -45 574 fl 1233 1145 79192
.80 616 4616 Oi 80 618 4618 0j 1234 0 79192

81 617 -44 573 el 8 619 -45 575 II 1236 1148 80339
82 618 -44 574 fl 82 621 -45 577n 1239 1151 81490
83 618 -44 574 fl 83 621 -45 57-7 II 1239 1151 82841
84 619 -44 575 fl 84 622 -45 578 II 1241 1153 83794
85 620 -44576 II 85 623 . -45 579 jj 1243 1155 849491
86 621 44577 II 86 623 -45 579 fl 1244 1156 86104
S7 621 -4577 II 87 623 -45 579 II 1244 1156 87260

88 622 445781 88 624 -45 5801 1246 1158 88418
89 622 -44 578 II 89 625 -45 581al 1247 1159 89577
90 622 -.4578 It 90 626 -45 582 Ii 1248 1160 90737
91 623 -44 579 J I 91 626 -45 582 11 1249 1161 91897
92 624 44 580 II 92 626 -75 552 II 1250 1132 93029
93 625 -44 581 II 93 627 -75 553 fl 1252 1134 94163,
94 625 -44 581 Ii 94 629 -.75 555 1254 1136 952991
95 625 -44 58 1 95 629 -75 5551I1 1254 1136 964351
96 626 -44 582 1 1 96 630 -75 556 II1 1256 1138 97572
97 627 44583 II 97 630 -75 556 II 1257 1139 9:87,11
98 627 -44 583 II 98 631 -75 557 fl 1258 1140 9981
99 628 -44 584 jj 99 632 -75 558 II 1260 1142 100993

100 629 -44585 f I 100 633 -75 559 11 1262 1144 102137
101 630 -44 586 1 101 633 -75 559 II 1263 1145 103281I

100 -44 586 II 102 634 -75 560 II 1264 1146 104427
103 631 414 587 II 103 634 -75 560 fl 1265 1147 105574
104 631 -44 587 II 104 636 .75 562 II 1267 1149 106723

*105 632 44588 fi1 105 636 .75 562 1 1 1268 1150 107873
l Ca 632 -44 588 1 i 106 637 -75 563 II 1269 1151 109023
1.07 632 -14 588 II1 107 638 -75 564 II 1270 1152 1101751

*108 633 -44 589 II 108 638 -45 594 1271 1183 111358i
109 634 -44 590 II 109 639 -45 595 Ii 1273 1185 . ...... ~
110 634 -1.4 590 1 L 110 639 -45 595 I. 1273 1185 1137281
ill 635 -44 591 I l l11 640 -45 596 II 1275 1187 114T9114,
112 636 -44 592 II 112 6.40 -45 596 II 1276 1188 1161021
113 637 -44 593 fl 113 639 .45 595 1276 1188 1172901
114 636 -44 592 II 114 637 -45 592 II 1273 1184 1184741

* 15 34-4590 jj1 115 635 -45 590 IL 1269 1180 119654!
116 632 -44 588 fli11 631 -45 586 II 1263 1174 1208281
117 630 -44 586 II 117 626 -45 581al 1256 1167 1219951
118 628 -44 584 II 118 621 -45 576 II 1249 1160 123155
119 625 -44 581 II 119 616 -45 571 II 1241 1152 1243081
120 623 4623 0 jj 120 612 4612 0 1 J 1235 0 -124308J
121 621 ..44 577 J 1 121 607 -45 562 II 1228 1139 12544711122 618 -44 574 II 122 601 -45 556 II 1219 1130 126577'
123 615 -44 57j I 123 596 -45 551 II 1211 1122 1276991
124 613 -4569 II 124 592 -45 54 1I 205 1116 12881 5
125 610 44566 !i 125 587 -45 542 II1 1197 1108 1299231
126 608 -44 564 II 126 582 -45 537 fl 1190 1101 1310241

127 606 -44 ~~~~~ ~~562 II 127 577 -45 532 II 1183 19 318
I128 602 -4.4 558 II 128 572 -45 527 II 1174 1085 133203

129 600 -4556 II 129 567 -45 522 II 1167 1078 134281
130 598 44554 jj 130 562 .45 517 II 1160 1071 135353
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UPPER BLOCK - EMPLACEMENT (Expanded Layout 300 meters-Nortih)

East Section I West Secion

Emplacement Usable I Emplacement Usable I Total Usable Emplacomen
Adjustment Emplacement Adjustment Emplacement I Total Emplacement Cumulaive

Drift # Lencth (m) Length (m) Length (m) I I Drdt # Length (m) Length (m) Length (mi) L Length (m) Length (m) Length (ml
131 595 -44 551 1l 131 557 .45 512 II 1152 1063 1364161
132 593 -44 549 132 552 45 507 II 1145 1056 137472
133 590 -44 546 Jj 133 547 .45 502 II 1137 1048 138520
134 588 -44 544 1 134 543 -45 498 || 1131 .1042 1395621
135 586 -44 542 11 135 538 .45 493 j[ 1124 1035 140597
136 583 -44 539 fl 136 534 -45 489 II 1117 1028 141625
137 s51 -44 537 II 137 528 -45 483 II 1109 1020 142645
138 578 -44 534 II 138 523 -45 478 II 1101 1012 143657
139 576 -44 532 II 139 518 -45 473 1094 1005 1446621
140 573 4 529 11 140 513 -45 468 11 1086 997 1456601
141 571 .74 497 141 508 45 463 1l 1079 960 1466201
142 558 -74 494 (j 142 503 -15 458 1 1071 952 147572!

| 143 566 -74 492 II 143 498 -45 453 II 1064 945 148517
144 563 -74 489 ii 144 493 -45 448 fl 1056 937 149454
145 561 -74 487 jj 145 488 -45 443 1I 1049 930 150384
146 558 -74 484 Ii 146 483 .45 438 || 1041 922 151306
147 556 -74 482 fl 147 479 -45 434 II 1035 916 152222
148 553 .74 479 148 474 -45 429 II 1027 908 153130
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